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ABSTRACT 
 
Interfaces play an important role in material properties such as strength, cracking/fracture, work 
hardening, corrosion, and damage evolution under irradiation and deformation. Understanding 
interface-defect interactions that underlie these properties is a core motivation for studying 
interface phenomenon and is important in engineering design of next generation materials. 
Among all aspects, interface-vacancy interactions are an important building block to understand 
many classical structural-property relationships in polycrystals. Interfaces serve as sinks, sources 
or trap sites for vacancies, which facilitate creep, can drive interface migration, or serve as a 
vacancy-interstitial recombination site that results in an ideal lattice. This latter role provides a 
general approach to design radiation-tolerate materials. Previous works qualitatively investigated 
the ability of an interface to absorb non-equilibrium vacancies on different interfaces and grain 
boundaries via void denude zone (VDZ) experimental methods. However, a very limited number 
of quantitative studies of sink efficiency exist, and few systematic investigations comparing 
interfaces with different crystallography/orientation have been conducted. The importance of 
these phenomena and the limited experimental data in this area is the motivation of this thesis. 
Chapter 1 and Chapter 2 introduce the motivation and basic knowledge as well as details of the 
experimental techniques related to this work. Chapter 3 describes the experimental design for 
measuring the vacancy concentration profile in the vicinity of a Cu-Nb interface and explains 
how to extract the sink efficiency by comparing with a chemical rate equation. Chapter 4 is a 
systematic study for investigating the sink efficiency of different planar interfaces varying from 
semi/coherent to incoherent interfaces (Cu-Ni, Cu-V, Cu-Nb), demonstrating that sink efficiency 
varies as the coherency changes. Chapter 5 attempts to study the sink strength of the uniform 
distributed W nanoclusters/nanoprecipitates in Cu matrix produced by RT irradiation. The sink 
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efficacy per unit area of nanoparticle-matrix interface is low relative to planar interfaces, but the 
high density of particles result in a similar reduction in non-equilibrium vacancy concentration in 
both the planar and nanoprecipitate systems. Chapter 6 describes an in-situ TEM 
nanocompression experiment designed to investigate the mechanical shear strength of a Cu-Nb 
interface as a function of irradiation dose at different temperatures.  This property is used as a 
proxy for understanding the degree to which irradiation affects the interface structure, and 
suggests that steady-state behavior is established by a dose of 5 dpa. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Overview 
In solid materials, interfaces are boundaries that separate crystals of the same 
structure/chemistry with different orientation (homophase interface) or crystals of 
different structure/chemistry as well as orientation (heterophase interfaces). Homophase 
interfaces (grain boundaries) as well as heterophase interfaces in polycrystalline materials 
play an important role in material properties such as strength, cracking/fracture, work 
hardening, corrosion, and damage evolution under irradiation and deformation. [1] The 
basic scientific motivation for understanding these interfacial-related material issues is to 
investigate defect-interface interactions and build a roadmap between their fundamental 
characteristics and the associated materials properties, which will allow for tailoring 
interfaces and designing materials with superior properties. This is especially important 
for nano-materials, where interfaces dominate the material’s macroscopic properties due 
to the significant increase of interface density as the length scale of the material is 
reduced from micro to nano-meter size. [2] 
 
Point defects (vacancies/interstitials) are the fundamental building block of all 
defect-interface interactions and these interactions play a central role in material behavior 
such as diffusional flow [3-6], solute or impurity segregation and precipitation [7-10], 
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microstructure stability and evolution [11, 12], and radiation response [13, 14]. It has 
long been acknowledged that point defects in crystalline solids behave differently when 
interfaces are introduced. Atomistic simulations have since shown that, in pure metals [15, 
16] and in multiphase metal composites [17, 18], the energy barriers for defect migration 
are lower near interfaces than in the bulk. In fact, upon approaching close to an interface 
(distance that the vacancies should have enough kinetics to diffuse to the interface), 
defects often underwent barrier-less diffusion into the interface. It is for this reason that 
interfaces often serve as a sink for defects. A number of early studies were focused on the 
interaction of grain boundaries (GB) with point defects. [19-25] However, 
nanocrystalline materials with a large number of GBs are not in thermodynamic 
equilibrium due to the high density of GBs and excess defects. As a result, during long 
terms of service at elevated temperatures, those nanoscale features will coarsen due to a 
thermodynamic driving force and the materials’ performance will degrade.  
 
To stabilize the nano-scale features, various approaches have been applied. [26-30] 
Among these approaches, nanolaminate materials were designed and served as a 
prototype system with the key idea that specific highly immiscible metals with a specific 
length scale or interface are extremely stable under irradiation at elevated temperatures. 
One such system recently investigated is the Cu-Nb nanolaminate structure, a 
characteristic fcc-bcc system, that has shown high thermal stable under irradiation [31] 
and significant retardation the helium bubble formation and growth under He irradiation. 
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[32-34] Therefore, fcc-bcc type nanolaminate structures appear to have good radiation 
resistant properties, which offer insight and provide a model system for in-depth study.  
 
A general question for an interface’s ability to serve as a sink of defects is, how good are 
the interfacial sinks and how to characterize their efficiency? First of all, a sink efficiency 
is defined by ηv =Jv/Jvp, where Jv is the flux of vacancies to the interface and Jvp is the flux 
of vacancies into a perfect sink interface. [35] A more detailed description as well as the 
solution of the steady-state vacancy distribution, which follows one-dimensional 
diffusion, is analytically studied by the chemical rate equation in Chapter 2. The final 
picture of the steady-state vacancy concentration as a function of distance to the interface 
shows an effective reduction in the vacancy concentration adjacent to the interface. In 
addition, interfaces with high sink efficiency, ηv, remove more vacancies from the crystal 
than interfaces with low ηv.  
 
Early studies reported the evaluation of sink efficiency for GB and heterophase interface 
by the void denuded zone (VDZ) method, which was used to observe the formation of 
zones depleted of defect clusters and helium bubbles near interfaces. [36-38]. The results 
from this method provide evidence that interfaces exhibit a wide range of sink 
efficiencies. However, this method does not offer a straightforward way to determine the 
value of ηv, and it ignores the fact that voids themselves can also act as a sink, which 
gives a perturbation in acquiring the real numerical value of ηv. This is the starting point 
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and motivation of this dissertation.  
 
1.2 Scope and aim of this dissertation 
This dissertation research focuses on the study of sink efficiency for varying interfaces as 
well as their associated mechanical properties. The goal is to design experiments in which 
it is feasible to acquire the interface sink efficiency for various interfaces and to address 
the problem related to an experiment method for real-time observation during 
nano-mechanical testing under transmission electron microscopy (TEM). In addition, the 
sink efficiency in terms of different interfaces will be elucidated, and insight for a kinetic 
simulation of defect-interface interaction will be offered. Furthermore, the interfacial 
mechanical properties will be tailored by tuning the microstructure and chemistry at the 
interface. Chapter 2 briefly introduces the background knowledge and experimental 
techniques, which relates to this dissertation work. From Chapter 3 to 5, three topics are 
covered, which are focused on the design of an experiment to acquire the numerical value 
of the sink efficiency of a pristine Cu-Nb interface, the investigation of different types of 
planar interface (Cu-Nb, V, and Ni), and a trial study of sink efficiency of precipitates 
with an heterophase interface (W precipitate in Cu matrix). In Chapter 6 the shear 
strength of Cu-Nb nanolaminates as well as their evolution under irradiation is 
investigated by in-situ shear measurements under TEM. The results obtained in Chapter 3, 
4, and 6 have been published corresponding to references [39, 40, and 41], respectively.  
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CHAPTER 2 
BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIMENTAL 
TECHNIQUES 
2.1 Background knowledge 
This section describes the basic background knowledge of the physics of ion-solid 
interaction and freely migrate defects (FMD), defect behavior under irradiation, the 
chemical rate equation, and the definition of sink efficiency and radiation enhanced 
diffusion (RED) necessary to understand the subsequent chapters. More detailed 
introductions of these topics are available in a number of books [1-5] and reviews [6-14].  
2.1.1 Ion-Solid interaction and freely migrating defects (FMD): 
Under an irradiative flux, energetic particles/ions interact with solid atoms, and the 
energy is transferred from the particle/ion to the lattice atom. This generates a primary 
knock-on atom (PKA) of energy T that produces additional knock-on atoms as the PKA 
passes through the lattice. The defects (vacancies and interstitials) generated will 
associate with this process and play a most important role of influencing the irradiation 
related phenomena such as irradiation induced creep, corrosion and cracking, and 
materials failure. [15-17] Generally, the damage rate can be defined by, Rd, as below: 𝑅! = 𝑁 𝜙 𝐸!!!"#!!"# 𝜎!(𝐸!)𝑑𝐸!,     (1) 
where N is the atomic density, 𝜙  (𝐸!) is the energy-dependent particle flux, and 𝜎!(𝐸!) 
is the energy-dependent displacement cross section. Since the damage mechanism is not 
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the focus of this thesis, it is left to the reader to investigation solutions to equation (1) in 
more detail in references [1-3]. In practice, the most popular method to quantify the 
radiation damage for any system is through commercially available Monte Carlo 
simulation software such as SRIM (Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter). [5] The 
radiation damage profile as well as the cascade distribution can be directly simulated 
from this user-friendly software.  
 
Most of vacancies/interstitials self-recombine in thermal spikes just after their initial 
production under irradiation, and only a small fraction of vacancy and interstitial defects 
escape from their parent cascade and become free to migrate long distances. Therefore, a 
significant difference between the real damage rate and the damage rate calculated by 
SRIM should be expected.  This difference remains difficult to predict in any particular 
materials system, and has not been quantified directly in many systems. Investigation of 
freely migrating defects (FMD) at low temperatures (liquid helium temperature) was 
initially performed [20] through electrical resistance measurements, in which the 
resistivity relates to the defect concentration (e.g. FMD). In addition, some work on 
elevated temperature FMD was conducted by radiation-induced segregation (RIS) 
measurements, where point defect fluxes drag solute to interfaces. [21, 22] Knowing the 
rate of FMD production is important to calculating the interface sink efficiency.  We 
designed experiments that correlate with chemical rate equations and KMC simulations 
in a manner that allow us to simultaneously calculate interface sink efficiencies and FMD 
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production rates.  
 
2.1.2 Point defect behavior under irradiation and chemical rate equation 
The defect behavior, particularly that of point defects, under irradiation can be outlined 
by the schematic of an energetic displacement cascade as shown in Figure 2.1. (Revised 
from ref [23]). Vacancies and interstitials are generated in pairs, which may either 
recombine or partition to different microstructural features (e.g. interface, surface, grain 
boundary). The occurrence of defect recombination results in a nominally ideal lattice; 
therefore, promoting defect recombination has been a general strategy for designing 
radiation-resistant materials. [24-26] This may be achieved by including a large density of 
recombination sites, such as interfaces or highly strained lattice sites, adjacent to the 
solute. 
 
For the defect species, their kinetic evolution is often treated by the chemical rate 
equation. Considering only self-recombination and annihilation at sinks, the change in 
defect concentration with time is [27, 28]: 
!!!!" = 𝐾! − 𝐾!"𝐶!𝐶! − 𝐾!"𝐶!𝐶!   (2) !!!!" = 𝐾! − 𝐾!"𝐶!𝐶! − 𝐾!"𝐶!𝐶!    (3) 
where i, v, and s represent interstitials, vacancies, and sinks, respectively. Ko is the defect 
production rate under irradiation, and Kiv, Kvs, Kis are the rate coefficients for the specific 
reactions indicated by the suffix combinations. These two equations are valid in the case 
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of homogeneous sinks (e.g. solute atoms that promote recombination) and the absence of 
heterogeneous or spatially isolated sinks. If this is not the case, there is a net flow of 
mobile point defects to nearby sinks. The rate equations now include a diffusion term to 
account for defect fluxes to heterogeneous sinks, which can be written as: 
!!!!" = 𝐾! − 𝐾!"𝐶!𝐶! − 𝐾!"𝐶!𝐶! + ∇𝐷!∇𝐶!     (4) !!!!" = 𝐾! − 𝐾!"𝐶!𝐶! − 𝐾!"𝐶!𝐶! + ∇𝐷!∇𝐶!       (5) 
where Ko is to be taken as the production rate of FMD, as discussed above. The reaction 
coefficients Kiv, Kvs, Kis can be calculated using: 𝐾!" = 4𝜋𝑟!"(𝐷! + 𝐷!)/Ω      (6) 𝐾!" = 4𝜋𝑟!"𝐷!/Ω            (7) 𝐾!" = 4𝜋𝑟!"𝐷!/Ω             (8) 
where Ω is the atomic volume, and D is the diffusion coefficient. The recombination 
radius, riv, is on the order of two times the lattice constant. The annihilation radii, rvs and 
ris, depend on the type of sink. [29] Simple solutions to the rate equations can be found in 
Sizmann’s review paper. [28]  
 
The steady state defect concentration can be obtained by solving the rate equations after 
setting !!!!" = 0 and !!!!" = 0. For a homogeneously irradiated foil, if all the sinks are 
considered inexhaustible, the concentration approaches the thermal equilibrium value 
near the two surfaces and increases rapidly towards the center of the foil. (See Figure 2.2 
from ref [30])  
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2.1.3 Interface sink efficiency for absorbing defects (vacancies) 
This section will focus on interface interactions with isolated vacancies and interstitials, 
which are the predominant type of radiation-induced defects under irradiation. A simple 
way to describe the interaction of just one type of radiation-induced point defect – e.g. 
vacancy – with an interface is to use the following one-dimensional linear differential 
equation: 
!!!!" = 𝐾! + 𝐷! !!!!!!! − 𝐾!"(𝐶! − 𝐶!!")     (9) 
Here, x denotes the position along the direction normal to the interface plane, Cv is the 
vacancy concentration (#vacancies/m3), Cveq is the thermal equilibrium value of Cv, Dv is 
the vacancy diffusivity (assumed independent of Cv), and K0 is the rate of vacancy 
generation due to irradiation (assumed uniform). Kvs is rate coefficient of vacancy-sink 
reactions, which describes the removal of vacancies at distributed sinks. [31] 
In a semi-infinite solid with x>0 and an interface at x=0, the steady-state solution to Eq. 9 
is:  
𝐶!(𝑥) = 𝐶!! + (𝐶!!" − 𝐶!! + !!!!")(1− 𝑒!! !!" !!)       (10) 
where Cv0 is the vacancy concentration immediately adjacent to the interface. If the 
interface maintains a thermal equilibrium vacancy concentration adjacent to itself, i.e., 
Cv0=Cveq, regardless of the influx of supersaturated vacancies from the neighboring solid, 
then it is a perfect vacancy sink. Substituting this equation into Eq. 10 gives the vacancy 
concentration in the vicinity of a perfect sink interface: 
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𝐶!(𝑥) = 𝐶!!" + !!!!" (1− 𝑒!! !!" !!)         (11) 
However, not all interfaces are perfect vacancy sinks. [32, 33] The vacancy “sink 
efficiency”, η, is intended to describe the ability of an interface to absorb supersaturated 
vacancies. It is defined as 
η= Jv / Jvp           (12) 
Where Jv is the flux of vacancies to the interface of interest and Jvp is the flux of vacancies 
into a perfect sink interface. [34] Thus, a sink efficiency of 1 represents a perfect sink 
while zero is a non-sink. Normally, the sink efficiency of an interface will take a value 
between these two extrema. 
Using the definition of η, the solution of Eq. 11 for an interface with arbitrary sink 
efficiency will be written as  
𝐶!(𝑥) = 𝐶!!" + !!!!" (1− 𝜂𝑒!! !!" !!)         (13) 
A typical example of defect concentrations in the vicinity of an interface for a range of 
sink efficiencies is shown in Figure 2.3 (ref [35]), which demonstrates that interfaces 
with high η remove more defects from their vicinity than interfaces with low η. 
 
2.1.4 Radiation enhanced diffusion (RED) 
Radiation enhanced diffusion (RED) occurs when the concentration of non-equilibrium 
point defects created by PKAs far exceeds the thermal equilibrium value or if more 
diffusion paths are introduced. At low temperature, point defects are immobile such that 
only short-range ion mixing contributes to enhanced diffusion. Point defects become 
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mobile at high temperatures and enable fluxes of point defects to sinks, which results in 
the enhancement of diffusion.  
 
The radiation enhanced diffusion effect is given by: [36, 37]  D! = f!D!C! + f!"D!"C!" + f!D!C! +⋯  (14) 
Da is the diffusion coefficient of a typical lattice atom. f represents the correlation factors 
(usually <1), D represents the diffusion coefficients, and C represents the point defect 
concentrations of, for example, v, vacancies, 2v, divacancies, and i, interstitials. These 
concentrations represent the sum of both the equilibrium and non-equilibrium 
contributions. The non-equilibrium defect concentrations are governed by the chemical 
rate equations introduced above.  
 
In the steady state condition, the analytical solutions for vacancy and interstitial 
concentration can be solved by the equations (4), (5) as: C! = − !!"!!!!!" + [ !!!!"!!"!!" + !!"! !!!!!!"! ]! !  (15) C! = − !!"!!!!!" + [!!!!"!!"!!" + !!"! !!!!!!"! ]! !  (16) 
Then the radiation enhanced diffusion coefficient, (DRED), is given by: D!"# = D!C! + D!C!  (17) D!C! = D!C!         (18) D!"# = 2D!C!       (19) 
By analyzing the radiation-enhanced diffusivity from the expressions above, DRED can be 
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summarized in two limiting kinetic regimes: recombination limited and sink limited 
kinetics which will not be described in detail in this chapter [38, 39] A typical plot of the 
radiation enhanced diffusion coefficient was shown in Figure 2.4. [40] It is clearly shown 
that these two regimes existed by varying sinks efficiency and temperature.  
 
2.2 Experimental techniques 
2.2.1 Sample growth 
Nanolaminates were grown with an AJA magnetron sputtering system, which was set 
with three guns to allow for co-sputtering. The base pressure for growth was about 2×10-8 
to 4×10-8 torr; Ar was used as the source for sputtering; and the pressure was always set 
at 2.1×10-3 torr. Each sample grown was checked with RBS for compositional and 
thickness information.  
 
In the study of interface sink efficiency, a Mo/W wire, after electro-polishing and further 
FIB processing, was used as the substrate for sputtering. Needle-shaped Mo/W substrates 
were prepared by electro-polishing 100 µm Mo/W wires in 5 wt.% NaOH solution at 2.5 
V AC for ~20 to 30s. The wire is supported in a Cu tube in order to provide structural 
stability and electrical contact for electro-polishing. The electro-polishing step results in a 
fine tip, which is subsequently milled using a focused ion beam (FIB; Helios 600i, FEI, 
Inc.) to produce a flat surface, approximately 10 µm in diameter. (Figure 2.5) The tip 
then serves as the substrate for subsequent thin film growth. In the study of interface 
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shear strength, a commercial (Hysitron, Inc.) wedge shaped silicon was used. (See Figure 
2.6) To make the in-situ shear measurement feasible, a precut 5 µm post was used, and 
substantial FIB milling of the top surface at a specific angle was applied. (See Figure 2.7) 
 
2.2.2 Ion irradiation 
Most of the irradiation experiments were performed with 1.8MeV Kr+ at different 
temperatures (RT, 300-350 °C, and liquid nitrogen temperature (LNT: -196 °C)). A 
typical damage profile created by this ion bombardment is shown for a typical 330 nm 
nanolaminate film with its sample geometry in Figure 2.8. It is shown that a roughly 
uniform damage profile is obtained for our designed structure.  
 
2.2.3 Characterization techniques 
The microstructural characterization techniques mainly include RBS, SEM, TEM, and 
STEM EDS. The mechanical properties of the nanolamniate film were tested with an 
in-situ picoindenter (Hysitron, Inc). 
 
A. Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) and scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) 
The Rutherford backscattering spectrometry was utilized to characterize the 
concentration depth profile of thin film samples. A 2 MeV He+ beam was passed through 
a 1 mm circular aperture. The incident beam was at 22.5o relative to sample plane normal, 
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and the detector was placed 30o from the beam but on the opposite side of the sample 
normal. Therefore, the scattering angle of the He ions was 150o. The profiles obtained 
contain information of the element type, the location of the element, as well as the 
chemical composition for alloy, and were fitted using commercial software called 
SIMRA. In general, a good fitting can give the thickness/composition information within 
0.5 at. % errors. 
 
Scanning Electron Microscopy was employed to check the surface condition of the films 
after growth and after various treatments. Different types of SEM (JEOL 4700, 4800, 
7000F) were used under 15-30 kV beam voltage to examine the sample geometry, surface 
features, and the grain size. 
 
B. (Scanning) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM/STEM) 
(Scanning) Transmission Electron Microscopy was employed as a major technique to 
examine the nanostructure and the compositional profile of the samples. The instruments 
used were: JEOL 2010 LaB6 TEM, JEOL 2010F EF-FEG TEM/STEM, and JEOL 2200 
FS STEM. All microscopes were operated at 200 kV. Bright-field (BF) TEM image, 
diffraction pattern (DP), dark-field (DF) TEM image, and Z-contrast STEM images were 
taken regularly on most samples investigated in order to provide comprehensive 
information about crystallography and morphology. 
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In addition to imaging techniques, quantitative chemical analysis was performed to give 
information about radiation-enhanced diffusion and interface mixing. STEM-EDS 
line/point scanning was applied to analyze the chemical profile. To guarantee a good 
quantitative analysis, a thin film sample (here Cu90Au10) was calibrated using RBS. 
Needle shaped samples with the same growth conditions were milled into 150-200 nm in 
diameter with 30-50 scan points from STEM-EDS to obtain average intensity ratio of 
IAu/ICu. The Cliff-Lorimer factors of Au (k factor) were measured from !!"!!" = 𝑘 !!"!!", 
which is around 3.19 for this sample under 200 keV. Here, the k-factor will be changed 
with significant variation in sample thickness due to the X-ray absorption effect. The 
absorption correction factor ACF, can be analytically expressed by 
𝐴𝐶𝐹 = !! !"!"!!! !"#$! (!!!
! !! !"#$! !"#$%&#  !
!!!! !! !"#$! !"#$%&#  !
), the term !! !"#$!  is the mass-absorption 
coefficient of X-rays from element A in the specimen, 𝛼 is the detector take-off angle, 𝜌 is the density, and t is the sample thickness. [41] It is clearly shown that the second 
term of the above equation can be changed when 𝑡 is increased from 0 to ∞. Therefore, 
our sample preparation provides an ideal structure for analysis by EDS line scanning 
across our detection length (normally <30 nm wide), and we apply the similar k factor for 
all following measurements. The ISSS (Oxford instrument) software with a line scanning 
feature and 2-3 nm interval spacing has been used for EDS scanning and analysis. The 
spatial resolution of EDS simulated from Casino was around 1 nm for a 250 nm Cu 
sample with 0.7 nm probe size under 200keV, which was get from FWHM of the X-ray 
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radial distribution result from the casino beam-sample interaction simulation after fitting 
into a Gaussian distribution, therefore its influence on broadening the profile was 
FWHM/2.35= 0.42 nm. Taking into consideration beam broadening effects in the context 
of our experimental diffusion profile, the error is around 10-20%. This is similar to our 
experimental error. In our study, we have performed two types of studies; one varying the 
position of chemical tracers for a fixed Cu film thickness over a number of samples, and 
one placing the tracer in the center of films of varying thickness all in the same sample. 
For the latter experiments, off axis measurements would introduce a systematic error that 
would not affect our sink efficiency measurements, which derives only for the thickness 
dependence not the absolute value that we relate quantitatively to the freely migrating 
defect production efficiency. The former experiment requires multiple samples and thus 
the error may be more pronounced in these samples. Therefore, we are only considering 
the thickness dependent measurements now. 
 
C. TEM sample preparation 
The nano-needle shaped samples used for the interface sink efficiency work and for 
in-situ shear measurements were prepared in a similar manner. A multi-step focus ion 
beam (FIB) process (See Figure 2.9) can be summary as follows: (1) Before FIB milling 
into needle/pillar shaped sample, a 1 µm thick Pt layer was first deposited using Pt source 
in FIB chamber, which offers a protective layer for any damage from the top; (2) An 
initial large FIB area of a circular pattern with 5-10 µm outer diameter (OD) and 2 µm 
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inner diameter (ID) was applied with 4.7 nA at 30 keV; (3) One/Two additional similar 
method with small OD/ID was then applied with current from 7.7-80 pA at 30 keV; (4) 
For in-situ shear sample, due to the requirement of a flat top surface for a uniform stress 
distribution, the sample was removed from the FIB and remounted on its side to mill out 
a flat surface using 1.1 pA at 15 keV. After final milling, all samples were around 250 nm 
in diameter with a limited taper in shape. The sample for shear measurement was 
controlled with a length/diameter ratio about 3~4, which prevented the bending effect. 
 
D. In-situ picoindenter for shear strength measurement 
The nanomechanical experiment was designed around the Hysitron PI-95 picoindenter 
system, which has been applied to in-situ characterization of a variety of systems 
including: nanoparticles, [42, 43] nanopillars, [44-52] and even nanoscaled biomaterials. 
[53] The instrument and the flat diamond punch that we utilized are shown in Figure 2.10. 
A three-axis coarse positioner and a 3D piezoelectric actuator for fine positioning are 
designed for the PI-95 holder. The instrument is also equipped with a transducer for 
electrostatic actuation and capacitive displacement sensing. The sensitivity of 
displacement and the force is 1 nm and 200 nN for PI-95, respectively. The Si wedge 
sample after final FIB thinning is mounted onto the small Cu sample holder before the 
measurement using crystal bond for adhesion. A coarse alignment needs to be applied to 
guarantee the punch and wedge overlap in their eucentric heights, which means that the 
punch can reach the Z-height of Si wedge within its Z-axis coarse positioner, This step is 
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normally conducted under optical microscopy before inserting the holder into the TEM. 
A typical air indent was operated every time before using the system to make sure the 
system is in good condition. (See Figure 2.11) The calibration of the picoindenter was 
tested by compressing identical 1 µm Si beams in situ using the PI-95 and ex situ using a 
Hysitron TI-950 triboindentor, which was calibrated against standard quartz. The results 
were then calibrated against a standard quartz specimen. The moduli in the two tests 
agree to within 10%. (See Figure 2.12) 
 
2.2.4 Radiation enhanced diffusivity calculation 
For a typical measurement of 1D Radiation Enhanced Diffusivity (RED), diffusivity was 
calculated by equation 2𝐷𝑡 =   𝜎! − 𝜎!! for our experiments, here σ and σo are the 
standard deviation of the diffusion profile before and after irradiation if fitting the profile 
into a Gaussian distribution. (Here 𝜎 = 𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀/2.35, FWHM is the full width of half 
maximum of fitted Gaussian distribution).  
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2.3 Figures 
 
Figure 2.1 Schematic of point defect production, diffusion, and recombination 
mechanism under ion irradiation. (Revised from ref [23]) 
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Figure 2.2 Plots of the steady-state defect concentration, Y, as a function of foil 
geometry, X, for various foL4 (from ref [30]) 
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Figure 2.3 Variation in the defect supersaturation as a function of sink efficiency, η (ref 
[35]) 
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Figure 2.4 Diffusion coefficient as a function of 1/T for a nickel-base alloy during 
irradiation at a displacement rate of 10-6 dpa/s. Drad is calculated from rate theory for sink 
annihilation probabilities, p. The diffusion coefficient from displacement mixing is Dm 
and the thermal diffusion coefficient is Dth. [40] 
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Figure 2.5 Mo/W wire before using FIB to mill a flat surface (a) and after milling (b) 
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Figure 2.6 Schematic of (A) narrow Si wedge and (B) 1 micron plateau 
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Figure 2.7 Schematic of (A) precut Si wedge and (B) SEM image of precut Si wedge 
into a post with a 30o pretilt 
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Figure 2.8 Schematic of (A) Cu-M nanolaminate geometry and (B) the damage profile 
along the thickness direction simulated by SRIM (M=Nb) 
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Figure 2.9 SEM of (a) plan view of the as-grown sample, (b) plan view and cross section 
view of the sample after coarse milling, (c) plan view and cross section view of the 
sample after fine milling, (d) STEM image of the final needle shaped nanolaminate  
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Figure 2.10 (a) PI-95 TEM picoindenter holder, (b) Top parts of PI-95 holder, (c) Cu 
sample mount, and (d) SEM image of the 3 µm flat diamond punch 
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Figure 2.11 Load-displacement curve of air indentation for system calibration  
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Figure 2.12 Load-displacement curve for Si wedge via Triboindenter test and its 
extracted young’s modulus (a) and via In-situ Picoindenter test (b)  
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CHAPTER 3 
THE INFLUENCE OF CU-NB INTERFACES ON LOCAL VACANCY 
CONCENTRATIONS IN CU UNDER IRRADIATION 
3.1 Introduction and background 
A number of strategies have been pursued to engineer materials stable under irradiative 
fluxes. Most notably are nanoscale oxide dispersion strengthened (ODS) steels or Cu [1, 
2] and Cu-Nb nanolaminates [3]. A related method takes advantage of irradiation-induced 
self-organization reactions to create highly stable nanoprecipitates, which are by design 
intrinsically stable under irradiation. [4, 5] Fundamental to all of these methods is a 
detailed knowledge of the sink strength of the different interfaces and the mechanisms by 
which they absorb point defects. [6] Such information is also of interest in other areas 
where systems are driven from equilibrium, including for example, creep, wear, and 
sintering. Research on this topic has consequently gained considerable recent attention. [7] 
Much of this work has been theoretical, but a few experimental studies have examined 
the efficiency of interfaces for storing He gas atoms [8] and some work has considered 
damage accumulation near grain boundaries. [9] Figures 2.2 and 2.3 suggest that under 
steady state conditions, point defect concentration gradients should exist adjacent to 
interfaces. In the present work, this concentration gradient is measured and uses the  
1This section created with permission from Scripta Materialia, DOI:10.1016/j.scriptamat.2013.03.019                 
Copyright © 2013 Acta Materialia, Inc. 
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results to method evaluate interfacial sink strengths for vacancies, using highly localized 
diffusion mechanisms. 
3.2 Experiment methods  
3.2.1 Experiment design and irradiation conditions 
The approach presented here utilizes a dilute chemical tracer introduced as a nanoscale 
perturbation in the composition of the matrix. When placed at different distances from an 
interface, these tracers enable measurement of position dependent radiation-enhanced 
diffusivity, DRED. Selecting a tracer whose diffusion is mediated primarily by vacancies 
allows this diffusivity to be related to a locally averaged steady state vacancy 
concentration. In the present work we employ local markers of Cu90Au10. Au was selected 
since it is oversized in Cu, preventing diffusion via mixed dumbbell interstitials [10], and 
it is soluble in Cu to 10 at. % over the temperature range of interest. Moreover, 
composition profiles of the Au tracers can be readily quantified by energy dispersive 
spectroscopy (EDS) in the STEM with ~1 nm spatial resolution. Irradiations in this study 
were performed using 1.8 MeV Kr+ ions, as the defect production distribution is nearly 
constant throughout the thin film specimens employed here. [11] Irradiation temperatures 
and ion fluxes were selected so that the defect kinetics would be in the so-called 
sink-limited regime, i.e., nearly all freely migrating defects annihilate at the 
hetero-interfaces rather than by recombination. We irradiated at 300 ºC and 350 ºC using 
an ion beam flux of ~ 1.4 μA-cm-2, which corresponds to a defect production rate of 
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1.1x10-2 dpa-s-1 in Cu (dpa = displacements per atom). [11] Thermal diffusion of Au 
solute is negligible at these temperatures. [12]  
3.2.2 Sample preparations 
Quantification of STEM EDS diffusion data relies on corrections for sample mass 
thickness, absorption, and fluorescence. Knowing the variation in sample thickness with 
position can be important to quantifying and interpreting the data, especially near 
interfaces where preferential milling may occur. The best approach to accurately 
determining TEM sample thickness is direct measurement. This motivates the use of 
needle-shaped geometries whose cross-sections are approximately circular and may be 
measured from tilt series. Needle shaped multilayer nanolaminates were grown on sharp 
Mo tips that were electropolished from 100 μm diameter wires in NaOH solution (5 wt.%) 
at 2.5 V. A focused ion beam (FIB, FEI Helios 600i) was then used to mill an 
approximately 10 μm diameter mesa at the end of the needle shaped wire. This served as 
the substrate for growing planar nanolaminates by physical vapor deposition. The broad 
area ensures that surface sinks do not contribute significantly to defect fluxes measured in 
the center of the sample. This procedure also prevents Ga contamination during the Kr+ 
ion irradiation in the region examined subsequently.  
Thin film samples were grown on the vertically aligned needle substrates using DC 
sputtering in 2x10-3 torr Ar in a chamber with a base pressure of 3x10-8 torr. Au 
(99.99%), Cu (99.99%), and Nb (99.95%) targets were used for growth and calibrated 
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co-sputtering grew alloy layers. An underlying 400 nm layer of Cu was grown at 250 ºC 
in order to promote the formation of coarse-grained films. Sample averaged orientation 
relationships of vapor deposited (111) Cu and (110) Nb have been observed in other 
studies. [13] This enables the coarse-grained nature of the underlayer to propagate 
through subsequent Nb and Cu films. The samples were cooled to room temperature and 
films of Nb, Cu, nominally Cu90Au10, Cu, and Nb were grown in series. 50 nm Nb layers 
and 5 nm Cu90Au10 separated Cu layers of variable thickness. The Cu/Cu90Au10/Cu layers 
were grown to total thickness of either 50 nm or 150 nm.  
After irradiation, the samples were FIB milled again to reduce the final thickness of the 
specimen to electron transparency. An annular milling sequence produced thin needle 
shaped samples that could be characterized by TEM (JEOL 2010LaB6) and STEM 
(JEOL 2200FS and JEOL 2010F). No grain boundaries were observed in any of these 
needle shaped TEM samples, indicating that the grain size was in fact significantly larger 
than the TEM sample and film thickness. Dislocations were not observed in the bulk of 
the Cu or Nb films prior to irradiation. Most samples were free of dislocations after 
irradiation, but limited dislocation content was observed in several samples after high 
dose irradiations (8x1015 cm-2). The composition profiles across the films were 
determined from STEM EDS line scans. To establish baseline error, 50 measurements of 
a 5 nm thick, nominally Cu90Au10, layer embedded in Cu were performed. An average 
composition of 9.58% was obtained with a maximum deviation of 0.58%. The tracer 
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diffusion coefficients were obtained by fitting to a Gaussian distribution. (See detail in 
chapter 2) Errors associated with nanoscale EDS measurements arise from sample drift 
and removing background noise from peaks associated with dilute tracers.  
3.3 Results and discussions 
Figure 3.1 (a) demonstrates the overall geometry of an individual as-deposited sample 
imaged by high angle annular dark field (HAADF) STEM. Each test specimen contained 
two Cu test layers, and each Cu layer contained a single Au tracer, bounded by two Nb 
layers. Figure 3.1 (b) shows a similar sample after irradiation to 8×1014 cm-2 at 300 ºC. 
Diffraction and lattice imaging indicate that Cu grains and Nb grains generally have (111) 
and (110) oriented interfaces, respectively. Prior to irradiation the Cu-Nb interface is 
structurally sharp. After irradiation, the mass thickness at the Cu-Nb interfaces is 
significantly reduced in the TEM samples. Analysis of thicker TEM samples suggests 
that this effect results from localized milling in the FIB. Since the effect is consistently 
more pronounced in irradiated samples, it likely results from a preferential milling of 
material damaged during irradiation, as discussed below. Figure 3.1 (c) shows 
composition profiles of Cu, and Nb across a Nb/Cu/Nb multilayer, both before and after 
irradiation to 8×1014cm-2 (≈ 0.9 dpa) at 300 ºC. The profiles broaden slightly during 
irradiation, showing either a small amount of chemical mixing across Cu-Nb interfaces, 
or interfacial roughening.  
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The Au composition profiles across samples of consistent geometry (100 nm Nb/150 nm 
Cu/50 nm Nb/150 nm Cu/50 nm Nb containing 5 nm Cu90Au10 layers) for as-deposited 
and irradiated (8×1014 cm-2 and 8×1015cm-2) samples at 25 ºC are shown in Figure 3.2 
(a). Qualitatively the degree of compositional broadening due to irradiation at room 
temperature, i.e., ion beam mixing, increases with dose but is insensitive to distance from 
the interface. The calculated diffusivity from ion beam mixing, Dmix, confirms this 
observation producing an average value of 2.55 ± 0.45 nm
2dpa-1 across all of the samples. 
This agrees well with previous measurements. [14] Fig. 3.2 (b) depicts the Au 
composition profiles across samples irradiated to 8×1014 and 8×1015cm-2 at 300 ºC. 
Qualitatively these profiles indicate that the degree of compositional profile broadening 
depends on the distance from the interface, increasing with increasing distance. Markers 
placed symmetrically about the midpoint of the Cu layer yield the same diffusion 
coefficients, i.e., there is no effect of beam direction. Again the total amount of 
broadening increases with increasing dose, as expected. The diffusion coefficients 
derived from the high and low-dose data also agree, however, the high-dose data has 
significantly larger uncertainty in the measurements. This is mainly due to greater peak 
broadening after high dose and consequently lowers Au concentrations, although, to a 
lesser degree, the interaction of the Au with the Cu-Nb interface may also affect these 
data, particularly for marker layers closer to the Cu-Nb interface. The low-dose data is 
therefore used in what follows.  
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The radiation-enhanced tracer impurity diffusion coefficient was extracted from the 
measured diffusion profiles using the expression, DRED = Dmeas - Dth - Dmix, where Dmeas is the 
diffusion coefficient deduced from the measured peak broadening, Dth is the thermal 
tracer impurity diffusion coefficient of Au in Cu, and Dmix is the ion beam mixing 
contribution to the broadening. Dth is negligible at 300 ºC, [12] and Dmix is very small, as 
noted above. Values for the radiation-enhanced Au diffusion coefficient, DRED , Au are 
shown in Figure 3.3 as a function of distance from the Cu-Nb interface. Here it is seen 
explicitly that DRED systematically decreases as the Au marker approaches the Cu-Nb 
interface, illustrating that the interface is a sink for point defects.  
The absolute concentration of vacancies in Cu during irradiation can be estimated from 
the diffusion data by assuming (i) Au is dilute in Cu so that the thermal concentration of 
vacancies is the same as in pure Cu, and (ii) the Au diffusion coefficient scales with the 
vacancy concentration. By comparing the DRED Au with the thermal diffusion coefficient 
of Au in Cu, Dth , the vacancy concentration  under irradiation is thus obtained. The value 
of Dth at 300 ºC is obtained by extrapolating the diffusion data of Fujikawa et al, [12] 
measured from 360-700 ºC, while the equilibrium vacancy concentration is obtained from 
data in ref [15]. Results for the vacancy concentrations under irradiation are shown in 
Figure 3.4. The results of these experiments can be compared to chemical rate theory 
calculations. [6] Since the characteristic time for the defect populations to come to steady 
state is determined by the time for vacancies to migrate to sinks (i.e., the Cu-Nb 
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interface), τ = L2π2/Dv ≈ 0.012s, only the steady state solutions are required. Here, we 
assume that the Cu-Nb interfaces are the dominant sinks, see ref. [7] for details. The 
measured and calculated solutions for steady state vacancy concentration are plotted in 
Fig. 3.4 as a function of position. The defect production rate was obtained using SRIM. 
[11] It is well known, however, that SRIM greatly overestimates the number of defects 
that survive recombination within cascades and that only a small fraction of those created 
are available to migrate freely in the lattice, i.e. the production efficiency. [16] We thus 
show the results of these calculations for a series of defect production rates, shown as 
fractions of the calculated dpa rate.  
Several features of the calculation warrant discussion. First, the defect concentrations 
approach zero close to the interface, as expected for perfect sinks. If the interfaces were 
not good sinks for point defects, the concentrations would be independent of position. 
The calculations also show that for high defect production efficiencies (100%), at the 
defect production rate used in the experiments, cv is nearly independent of position near 
the center of the film, this is due to the fact that defects produced in this region would be 
lost predominantly to recombination, not by migration to sinks. As the effective defect 
production is reduced, recombination is reduced, and nearly all defects annihilate at the 
interfaces. Comparison of the calculated curves with the experiment shows that the curve 
with a defect production efficiency of ≈ 3% agrees reasonably well with the experimental 
value. For this efficiency, defects are primarily lost to the interfaces, but not entirely. We 
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note that although this experiment was not designed to measure defect production 
efficiencies, the results agree very well with those reported for radiation-induced 
segregation of Au to surfaces during a similar 1.8 MeV Kr+ ion irradiation of Cu- 
1at. %Au alloys. [17, 18] The main uncertainty in the determination of the defect 
production efficiency in the current experiments derives from the uncertainty in the 
equilibrium vacancy concentration in Cu at 300 ºC deduced from ref. [15]. We emphasize, 
however, that for evaluating sink efficiencies, only the relative vacancy concentrations 
are required.  
As a further test of our method, we have performed similar radiation-enhanced diffusion 
measurements on samples with a thinner Cu layer, 50 nm, and in samples with the same 
Cu thickness, 150 nm, but at 350 ºC. The results for vacancy concentrations obtained 
from these experiments are listed in Table I, along with values calculated using rate 
theory. In all cases we have used a defect production efficiency of 3%, in the calculations 
as deduced above. We note that the agreement between the experimental and calculated 
values is very good. It is interesting to note that the vacancy concentration in the thinner 
Cu layer is reduced by a factor of ~6 compared to that of the 150 nm layer; the 
calculation predicts a ratio of 4.8. If the interfacial sinks were completely dominant, the 
ratio should have equaled the square of the ratio of the Cu layer thicknesses, i.e., 9. Since 
some recombination takes place in the thicker film, this ratio is reduced. For the 150 nm 
film irradiated at 350 ºC, the experimental ratio, (C300/C350), is 1.3 compared to the 
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calculated ratio of 2.4, If all defects annihilate at interfacial sinks, the ratio should equal 
~3.  
3.4 Conclusions 
In summary, this work focuses on characterizing the radiation-induced broadening of 
chemical tracers positioned at different distances from an interface enables the 
calculation of the vacancy concentration profiles under steady-state conditions. The 
experimentally measured vacancy concentration profile, at 300 ºC, agrees with 
predictions from a steady-state rate equation that treats the Cu-Nb interface as an ideal 
sink. Additional measurements at higher temperature and on thinner films further support 
the conclusion that Cu-Nb provides an excellent sink for vacancies defects. Fitting of the 
experimental data also provides an approximate measure of the defect production 
efficiency. The methods developed here are quite general and can be used for measuring 
sink efficiencies for a wide variety of hetero-interfaces, for example characterizing 
interface sink strength as a function of interface chemistry or structure, the only 
requirement being that the interface is stable under high temperature irradiation.  
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3.5 Figures 
 
Figure 3.1 HAADF STEM images of (a) an as-grown sample, (b) a sample irradiated to 
a dose of 8 ×︎  1014 cm︎ 2 at 300 ºC, and (c) the Cu and Nb composition profile across the 
sample before and after irradiation.  
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Figure 3.2 The Au composition profiles associated with samples containing 150 nm thick 
Cu layers (a) before and after irradiation to 8 × 1014 and 8 × 1015 at 25 °C, and (b) before 
and after irradiation to 8 × 1014 and 8 × 1015 at 300 °C. The symmetric equivalents of the 
different structures are shown on a single plot, but the data were acquired from separate 
samples.  
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Figure 3.3 The measured radiation-enhanced chemical tracer diffusivity of Au in Cu as a 
function of distance through 150 nm thick Cu films irradiated at 25 and 300 °C.  
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Figure 3.4 The local steady-state vacancy concentration plotted as a function of distance 
in samples irradiated to 8 × 1014 at 300 °C along with calculated vacancy concentration 
profile based on a steady-state rate equation and varying defect production efficiency [6].  
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Table 3.1 The experimental and calculated vacancy concentrations in the center of the Cu 
layers for layers of different thickness and measurements at different temperatures.  
Sample thickness                                      
/temperature            50 nm/300oC       150 nm/300oC       150 nm/350oC 
Experiment Cv       3.484±0.973 ×10-8    2.350±0.607 ×10-7    1.926±0.344 ×10-7 
Calculated Cv          4.468 ×10-8          2.13 ×10-7           9.053×10-8 
A production efficiency of 3% produces reasonable agreement amongst most of the data.  
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CHAPTER 4 
QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON OF SINK EFFICIENCY OF 
CU-NB, CU-V, AND CU-NI INTERFACES FOR POINT DEFECTS 
4.1 Introduction and background 
As we discussed in the last chapter, the sink efficiency of a planar interface interacting 
with defects in the vinicity of the interface can be extracted from the vacancy distribution 
profile, which is accquired from the experiment we designed in the last chapter to 
measure the corrsponding radiation enhanced diffusivity (RED). It is well known that the 
interface sinks can strongly depend on interface crystallography and chemistry. In this 
chapter, we will perform a similar method, as described in the last chapter, to investigate 
the interface sink ability for different semi-coherent and incoherent planar interfaces and 
explain their mechanisms by comparing the results with rate theory.  
 
Large super saturations of point defects are often created in driven systems, such as those 
exposed to severe plastic deformation or energetic particle irradiation. These 
non-equilibrium defects frequently lead to undesirable microstructural evolutions; 
swelling, solute redistribution, and creep, for example, are particularly troublesome in 
reactor materials subjected to neutron bombardment. [1-4] Controlling the production, 
transport, and annihilation of point defects consequently remains a primary focus in  
2 This section created with permission from Acta Materialia, DOI:10.1016/j.actamat.2014.09.011                 
Copyright © 2014 Acta Materialia, Inc.  
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efforts to develop materials that are tolerant to irradiation. [5] General strategies for 
eliminating non-equilibrium Frenkel pairs seek to create high densities of preferential 
sites for promoting recombination and/or unbiased defect absorption.  These efforts 
include controlling the volume fraction and size distribution of solutes, precipitates, and 
interfaces with an emphasis on optimizing both the Frenkel pair recombination rate and 
stability of the microstructure. [6-10] Nanostructured materials have recently gained 
much attention for this purpose as they contain significant concentrations of 
hetero-interfaces, and they can often be adequately stabilized against coarsening. 
[8,10-12] At present, however, the efficacy on these structures for defect annihilation and 
whether they act as saturable or unsaturable sinks remain largely unknown. 
 
Experimental and computational studies suggest the strength of interfacial sinks can 
depend strongly on interface crystallography and chemistry. [8, 13] For example, the 
width of bubble or void denuded zones around grain boundaries and Cu-Nb interfaces of 
different crystallographic character suggests that high-angle grain boundaries are good 
point defect sinks, while low-angle grain boundaries, coherent twin boundaries, and 
Kurdjumov-Sachs (K-S) interfaces produced by physical vapor deposition are poorer 
sinks. [8] Measurements of irradiation creep on nanocrystalline Cu samples also suggest 
that high-energy grain boundaries are more effective sink sites than the interfaces 
between Cu and W nano-precipitates (in this case W acquires a Bain-related 
misorientation relationship, which is close to K-S). [14, 15]  Local diffusivity 
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measurements performed as a function of distance from Cu-Nb interfaces, on the other 
hand, result in calculated vacancy profiles and a temperature dependence relatively 
consistent with an ideal sink. [16] This latter study is in agreement with theoretical 
modeling, which suggests that Cu-Nb should indeed be a good sink. [17] 
 
The current work in this chapter seeks to clarify the role of hetero-interfaces as point 
defect sinks and to better understand how sink efficiency varies with interface structure 
and chemistry. We use here the definition of sink efficiency as proposed by Sutton and 
Balluffi [18] i.e., η = Jmeasure/ Jperfect, where Jmeasure/ Jperfectis the ratio of point defect flux to 
the interface in question to that for a perfect sink. This definition of efficiency depends on 
the irradiation conditions and sink geometry, but this will be discussed below. 
 
Characterizing the distribution of point defects adjacent to interfaces experimentally 
provides a direct approach for quantifying sink efficiencies, as the concentration of 
defects and its gradient at the interface determine the defect flux, and thus it can easily be 
compared to computational models. [5, 19, 20]  Measurement of defect concentrations 
adjacent to the interface, however, presents experimental challenges.  Defect 
concentrations, in general, are difficult to quantify and direct approaches such as positron 
annihilation [21] or Balluffi-Simmons type experiments [22] do not achieve appropriate 
spatial resolution.  The formation of dislocation, void, or bubble-denuded zones near 
interfaces offers some insight into the distribution of point defects near an interface. [23, 
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24], but these methods require detailed modeling to extract quantitative results. Radiation 
enhanced diffusivity measurements which methods were developed in the last chapter, on 
the other hand, provide direct information about the average point defect concentration, 
and when measured in idealized geometries with known sink densities, they provide a 
convenient measure of sink efficiencies. We have used local tracer-impurity diffusivity 
measurements performed as a function of distance from an interface to map vacancy 
concentrations with approximately 10 nm resolutions. [16] Such data can be fit to 
predictions from the steady-state chemical rate equations. The exact concentration that 
determines the boundary condition at the interface, however, is difficult to accurately 
define, since the profile of the tracer ideally should not intersect the interface, otherwise 
modeling is needed to include solute-interface interactions. 
 
The work in this chapter extends this idea and compares sink efficiencies of different 
interfaces during MeV Kr ion irradiation; Cu-Nb K-S interfaces, Cu-V K-S interfaces, 
and Cu-Ni hetero-epitaxial interfaces all prepared by physical vapor deposition are 
examined. In this work, vacancy concentrations at the center of Cu layers in multilayer 
samples are obtained from experimental measurements of tracer diffusivity using Au 
marker atoms. The Cu layer thickness is varied within the multilayer samples to vary the 
strength of the sink. Au serves as a convenient tracer impurity, as it diffuses in Cu by a 
vacancy mechanism [25, 26], with a thermal diffusivity close to that of self-diffusion in 
Cu, and it has a high solubility in Cu even at quite low temperatures.  Vacancy mobilities 
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in Ni, Nb, and V are anticipated to be negligible in the temperature regime investigated 
[27], and thus the sink efficacy for Cu Frenkel pairs should not be significantly 
influenced by any defect fluxes in the second phase. We anticipate, moreover, that these 
different interfaces will exhibit different sink efficiency based on molecular dynamics 
calculations reported in the literature [17, 28-31] and preliminary results of our own 
molecular dynamics simulations for Cu-Ni. The current experimental results are 
interpreted in the context of kinetic rate equations, which we use to relate the excess 
vacancy concentrations in the center of the Cu layers to the interfacial sink efficiencies. 
  
4.2 Experimental procedure 
4.2.1 Sample preparation 
We prepared multilayer coarse-grained thin film samples with circular 
cross-sections.  Thin films were grown on needle-shaped Mo substrates, described below, 
via magnetron co-sputtering of Cu (99.99%), Nb (99.95%), Au (99.99%), Ni (99.99%), 
and V (99.5%).  Growth was performed at a base pressure of 3 x 10-8 torr and an Ar 
pressure of 2 x 10-3 torr.  The Au tracer atoms were deposited at the center of the Cu 
layers as part of Cu-10 at. %Au layer, 5 nm thick. Rutherford backscattering 
spectrometry measurements were employed to verify the thickness and composition of 
these layers.  Coarse grain Cu films with (111) texture were obtained by initially 
growing a 400 nm Cu layer on the substrates at 350 °C.  Large grain sizes are promoted 
to ensure that the hetero-interfaces, rather than grain boundaries, are the primary sinks for 
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point defects. Prior studies have shown that V and Nb deposit on (111) Cu as BCC (110) 
with the K-S orientation relationship. [29, 32]  Ni (111) is expected to grow 
hetero-epitaxially on Cu (111). [33, 34]  Due to these preferred orientation relationships 
the large grain size from the underlying Cu persists through the subsequent thin films, 
which are grown at room temperature in order limit oxygen contamination and possible 
interface roughening.  As illustrated schematically in Fig. 4.1, the samples were all 
grown with the configuration 30 nm M, 120 nm Cu, 30 nm M, 60 nm Cu, 30 nm M, 30 
nm Cu, and 30 nm M, where M= Nb, Ni, V. Note that each specimen contains Cu layers 
with three different thicknesses. 
 
Needle-shaped Mo substrates were prepared by first electropolishing 100 µm Mo wires in 
5% NaOH solution, by weight, at 2.5 V.  The wire is supported in a 1 mm Cu tube in 
order to provide structural stability.  The electropolishing step results in a fine tip, which 
is subsequently milled using a focused ion beam (FIB, FEI Helios 600i) to produce a flat 
surface, approximately 10 µm in diameter. The tip then serves as the substrate for 
subsequent thin film growth. 
  
4.2.2 Irradiation conditions 
Irradiations were performed at 300 ºC and 350 ºC using a 1.8 MeV Kr beam with an ion 
flux of 1.4 µA/cm2.  This leads to a defect production rate of 2.1 x 10-2  dpa/s in Cu (dpa 
= displacements per atom), which is relatively constant (+/- ≈ 15%) throughout the Cu 
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layers in the upper 330 nm of the samples utilized in this work [35]. Under these 
conditions freely migrating defects can reach interfaces before recombining.  The total 
dose employed for the RED measurements was 8 x 1014 cm-2 (≈ 1.9 dpa). Diffusion 
coefficients were also measured on reference samples that were held at the same 
temperatures and times as the irradiated samples, but not irradiated. 
  
4.2.3 Characterization 
After irradiation, the FIB was used to mill the samples to electron transparency using an 
annular milling routine. Characterization included transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) and scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) in a JEOL 2010 
LaB6 and a JEOL 2010 FS, respectively.  Selected area electron diffraction confirmed 
the orientation relationships between the thin films.  Bright field and dark field TEM 
were used to confirm the absence of grain boundaries or significant lattice 
dislocations.  High angle annular dark field (HAADF) STEM was used to distinguish the 
Au containing layer from the other constituents.   The absence of grain boundaries in the 
thin TEM samples is consistent with grain size measurements based on scanning electron 
microscopy imaging in the FIB, which indicated grains at the surface were ≈ 450 
nm.  The needle-shaped sample geometry facilitates energy dispersive spectroscopy 
(EDS) characterization by minimizing surrounding material that can contribute to 
absorption, fluorescence and other spurious signals, and it provides a well-defined 
measurable sample thickness that is useful for quantifying the local composition.  
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Broadening of the Au tracer impurity was determined using EDS line scans.  5-10 
separate line scans were performed at different locations, and the values were averaged to 
produce a single diffusion coefficient.  This approach allowed us to collect more total 
counts with minimal effect of sample drift or contamination.  Prior work using single 
scans resulted in larger overall error with poorer Gaussian fits, especially for dilute Au 
concentrations, due to the reduced statistics and/or greater drift [16].  Errors associated 
with the present diffusivity measurements derive principally from the uncertainty 
associated with fitting the Gaussian profiles. The uncertainties in our values for apparent 
activation energies are calculated from maximum and minimum values associated with a 
standard deviation at each temperature normalized by the square root of the number of 
independent measurements.  Prior experiments demonstrated that the chemical tracer 
diffusivity varies in Cu adjacent to Cu-Nb interfaces in a manner that correlates well with 
predictions from the steady-state rate equation [16] for radiation-enhanced diffusivity. 
Therefore, the diffusivity in the current experiment is anticipated to vary as a function of 
position, which could affect the shape of the tracer profile.  The diffusivity gradient is 
smallest at the center of the sample, where the current measurements were performed. 
Predictions from the steady-state rate equation indicate that in the worst case scenario of 
the 30 nm thick Cu-Nb sample over the full width at half maximum of the Gaussian the 
diffusivity varies by less than 10%. This is less than the magnitude of the experimental 
error bars. 
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4.3 Results and discussions 
4.3.1 Experimental measurements of radiation enhanced diffusion 
Fig. 4.2 shows HAADF STEM, and SAED patterns for each of the samples.  Cu-Nb and 
Cu-V both exhibit the K-S orientation relationship (note aligned fcc<111> bcc<110> in 
diffraction pattern), whereas data for Cu-Ni are consistent with a cube-on-cube 
hetero-epitaxial orientation (fcc<111>fcc<111>).  The Cu-Nb and Cu-V interfaces are 
clearly distinguished in the images. The Cu-Ni interface is more difficult to observe due 
to the similar atomic masses of Cu and Ni.  The dilute Cu90Au10 tracer layer is also easily 
identified in each image. 
 
Fig. 4.3(a) shows the composition profiles associated with samples thermally annealed at 
350 ºC for times equivalent to those used for irradiation.  The composition profiles do 
not broaden measurably relative to the initial 5 nm thickness, i.e., to within the ~1 nm 
spatial resolution of the technique.  Fig. 4.3(b) shows the measurements associated with 
compositional broadening during room-temperature irradiation. At this temperature, 
where thermally activated vacancy motion is negligible, compositional broadening is 
small, and it is independent of Cu-layer thickness, as expected for ballistic mixing, Dmix. 
 
Fig. 4.4 shows the Au impurity-tracer composition profiles for different Cu film 
thicknesses adjacent to Cu-Nb interfaces, following irradiations at both 300 ºC and 350 
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ºC.  Fig. s 4.5 and 4.6 plot similar Au impurity-tracer composition profiles in the Cu-Ni 
and Cu-V systems, respectively.  Gaussian functions fit each profile well, and are used to 
calculate the impurity-tracer diffusivity.  In each case, the diffusivities deduced from 
these profiles exceed those for thermal diffusivity by over 4 orders of magnitude. [26] 
The large enhancement in diffusivity, Dmeas, relative to thermally annealed samples is 
attributed to the non-equilibrium vacancy concentrations introduced into the lattice by 
irradiation and is indicative of radiation-enhanced diffusivity (RED)[20]. We define RED 
here as, DRED=Dmeas-Dthermal-Dmix.The diffusivity at the center of Cu films adjacent to 
Cu-Nb interfaces exhibit a clear dependence on thickness, showing directly that the 
vacancy concentration varies as a function of Cu-layer thickness over the thickness range 
examined.  The average apparent activation energy is (0.04+/-0.11 eV); the negligible 
dependence on temperature indicates that under these irradiation conditions the system 
resides in the so-called sink-limited regime (more detail provided in discussion).  Unlike 
the data for Cu-Nb samples, RED in Cu in the Cu-Ni specimens displays no measurable 
dependence on thickness. The magnitude of the diffusivity, moreover, is significantly 
greater than in any of the Cu-Nb based samples.  RED in these samples is temperature 
dependent, with an average apparent activation energy of 0.37+/-0.09 eV, which indicates 
that the system is in the recombination-limited regime (more detail is provided 
below).  The RED measurements for Cu-V based samples irradiated at 300 ºC are similar 
to those in Cu-Nb samples; the radiation-enhanced diffusivity depends strongly on 
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Cu-layer thickness. These various sets of radiation-enhanced diffusion data are 
summarized in Fig. 4.7 in an Arrhenius plot.  
  
4.3.2 Discussion 
The experimental results are now interpreted in the context of chemical rate theory 
calculations. Within this framework, steady state is achieved when all defects can reach 
the most distant sinks. Since the characteristic time for vacancies to reach interfaces in 
even our thickest Cu layers, t = L2p2/Dv ≈ 0.012 s, is orders of magnitude shorter than the 
experimental irradiation time, ≈ 102 s, only steady state solutions are considered. 
 
We first discuss the Cu films bounded by Ni layers. The lack of a variation in the 
radiation-enhanced diffusivity with Cu thickness in these samples indicates that Cu-Ni 
interfaces are, indeed, ineffective point defect sinks. We will express this more 
quantitatively below.  In this case, defects are eliminated primarily by 
recombination.  Assuming Dmix and Dthermal are negligible in this temperature range, the 
measured diffusivity can be expressed as [20]; 
  (1) 
where A is a prefactor which accounts for the irradiation flux.  The measured activation 
energy in this regime is thus ΔHVm/2 or half the vacancy migration enthalpy.  The 
vacancy migration enthalpy in Cu is 0.72 eV [27], which is approximately double the 
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activation energy measured here for the Cu-Ni samples, 0.37+/-0.09 eV. This agreement 
provides strong evidence that Frenkel pair recombination dominates in these samples, and 
that the Cu-Ni interface is a relatively ineffective sink.  
 
As noted above, RED in Cu films bounded by Cu-Nb interfaces is nearly independent of 
temperature; the apparent activation energy is only 0.06+/-0.11 eV, i.e., to within the 
uncertainties, it is zero. This implies that in contrast to Cu-Ni interfaces, the Cu-Nb 
system is in the sink-limited regime, and that Cu-Nb interfaces provide an effective sink 
for point defects. While these results clearly demonstrate that Cu-Nb interfaces are far 
stronger sinks than Cu-Ni interfaces, a quantitative evaluation of the sink strength of 
these interfaces requires knowledge of the defect concentrations and defect fluxes in the 
vicinity of the interfaces. Since we have measured the defect concentrations only at the 
center of the Cu films, we use rate theory to relate these two concentrations.  
 
In Fig. 4.8 we show results of rate theory for the steady state vacancy concentrations 
plotted as a function of position within a 120 nm Cu film, assuming different interfacial 
sink efficiencies.  These calculations follow standard rate theory models (see e.g., Ref 
[36]), and similar to Ref [37], they assume the absence of internal sinks.  The primary 
unknown parameter in this model is the rate for producing freely migrating Frenkel pairs, 
i.e., the defect production rate. For reasons discussed below, we assume it is 0.01KNRT in 
these calculations, where KNRT is the defect production rate obtained using the 
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Norgett-Robinson-Torrens model [38], as calculated in SRIM [35]. Unit sink efficiency 
in this plot represents a perfect interfacial sink, i.e., c (x=0, L) = ceq or cexcess = 0. The 
interfacial flux under this condition, Jperfect, can be used to normalize the calculated fluxes, 
Jmeasure, in order to obtain the sink efficiency as defined above, η= Jmeasure/ Jperfect. [18] The 
calculated vacancy concentrations at the center of the film for specific sink efficiencies 
can thus be compared with experimentally measured vacancy concentrations to 
determine η for different interfaces. Absolute vacancy concentrations are obtained from 
the RED data assuming that Au is a dilute tracer and that it diffuses by a vacancy 
mechanism. We then use literature values for the thermal diffusion of Au in Cu from ref. 
[26] and thermal vacancy concentrations in Cu from ref. [27] to relate diffusion 
coefficients to vacancy concentrations; see e.g. ref. [39] for details. 
 
The concentrations of vacancies at the center of the Cu films calculated from rate theory 
are plotted in Fig. 4.8(b) as a function of film thickness for irradiations at 300 ºC, again 
assuming different sink efficiencies. For a perfect sink and absent mutual recombination 
in the film, the concentration should vary as the square of the film thickness, since the 
process would depend only on diffusion to the interfacial sink.  This is indeed found in 
Fig. 4.8(b) for the case of a perfect sink and thin Cu layers. Once the film thickness 
exceeds ≈ 100 nm, however, or the sink is not perfect, this simple scaling breaks down 
under the present irradiation conditions, as recombination begins to limit defect lifetimes. 
The slope on the log-log plot in Fig. 4.8(b) increasingly deviates from parabolic behavior 
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with increasing film thickness until a maximum value of vacancy concentration is 
reached, where recombination dominates. The slope, moreover, also generally decreases 
with decreasing sink efficiency. 
 
The experimental data for the vacancy concentrations at the centers of the films versus 
film thickness are plotted in Fig. 4.9 for comparison with the above calculations. We see 
that the slope in the curve for the Cu-Ni interfaces is to within experimental errors equal 
to zero. This provides convincing evidence that Cu-Ni interfaces are poor sinks (η < 
0.5) and that the system is in the recombination regime for our irradiation conditions. As 
noted earlier, the temperature dependence of RED for Cu-Ni interfaces is also consistent 
with the system being in the recombination regime. We thus use these experimental 
observations to set the defect production rate to 0.01KNRT in the rate theory calculations, 
as noted above. This normalization explains the perfect agreement between the absolute 
concentrations of vacancies calculated in the model and the experimental data. We note 
that the so-called defect production efficiency for freely migrating defect found here, i.e., 
the ratio the measured defect production rate to KNRT , 0.01, is in good agreement with the 
less direct measurements of defect production efficiency in dilute Cu-Au alloys obtained 
using radiation-induced segregation behavior [25, 40]. 
 
We next turn to the data for the Cu-Nb interfaces. These interfaces are clearly far more 
effective sinks than are the Cu-Ni interfaces. Comparison with rate theory calculations in 
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Fig. 4.8 indicates, however, that while Cu-Nb interfaces are good sinks, they do not 
appear to be perfect sinks. Note that the slope of the experimental data in Fig. 4.9 does 
not show quadratic behavior. Sink efficiency between 0.95 and 0.99, on the other hand, 
fits the data quite well. Thus Cu-Nb interfaces present very effective sinks, if not perfect 
sinks. It should be mentioned that radiation-induced sinks for point defects, such as 
dislocation loops, could alter the behavior from that shown in Fig. 8(b). We discount that 
possibility here, since in that case the samples with Cu-Ni and Cu-Nb interfaces should 
behave more similarly, and the Cu-Ni samples should fall out of the 
recombination-limited regime. We thus expect that irradiation-induced sinks play at most 
a minor role in the current experiments. Lastly, we compare the experimental data for the 
Cu-V interfaces with Fig. 4.8(b). This comparison indicates that the sink efficiency for 
these interfaces lies between Cu-Nb and Cu-Ni, with η ≈ 0.9 fitting the behavior quite 
reasonably. 
 
Few experiments have measured the efficiency of interfacial sinks, and these previous 
attempts have been rather indirect. Siegel et.al, for example, evaluated the sink efficiency 
of grain boundaries by measuring the density of stacking fault tetrahedral in the vicinity 
of grain boundaries in Au following quenching from high temperatures. [41, 42] Such 
experiments generally suggest that interface sink efficiency depends on interface 
structure and is higher for higher energy grain boundaries. [43] More recent experiments 
have looked at formation of voids near different interfaces during energetic He 
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irradiations. The strength of the interface sink in this case was assessed by the widths of 
void denuded zones near the boundary. [13] In this work the authors similarly concluded 
that the sink efficiency of high energy boundaries is high; they further concluded that the 
sink efficiency of Cu-Nb interfaces is intermediate, and that of low energy boundaries 
(e.g. S3 or low angle) is low. [8, 13] We first note that the general results of this study, 
that Cu-Nb interfaces are good sinks, agrees with the present results, although a 
quantitative comparison of the two studies is difficult. For example, Fig. 4.8(a) illustrates 
that the vacancy concentration is very sensitive to the sink efficiency close to the 
interface, and so a small change in the sink efficiency, for example from 1.0 to 0.95 will 
measurably influence the widths of denuded zones. Calculating void densities, moreover, 
is difficult, and so there is no easy way of quantitatively estimating the vacancy 
concentrations near the interfaces, or sink efficiencies, in these experiments. This 
problem is made even more difficult in the case where He is present in the sample. 
Although the authors suggest the He implantation energy is high and that little He is 
implanted near the interfaces, SRIM suggests that the He concentration is approximately 
0.25%. Since He is known to greatly facilitate void nucleation, these studies measure a 
convolution of sink efficiency for both He absorption and vacancy absorption. The 
current measurements yield only the sink efficiency for point defects. 
 
Lastly we compare our results with calculations and experiments related to the sink 
efficiencies of Cu-Nb and Cu-V by Demkowicz et al. [29, 31] Cu-Nb and Cu-V 
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interfaces were calculated to have 5% and 0.9% constitutional vacancy concentrations 
(i.e. equilibrium interfacial concentration).  These calculations are consistent with 
experiments indicating that Cu-Nb stores He 4.5 times more effectively than Cu-V during 
He irradiation. [29] The constitutional vacancies can also trap interstitials and 
subsequently facilitate vacancy recombination. We use these findings to compare our 
results on Cu-Nb and Cu-V samples; we compare the results from the 30 nm films, since 
Frenkel pair recombination is negligible in this case.  We first note that Kinetic Monte 
Carlo simulations (to be reported elsewhere [44]) show that if the probability of 
absorbing a vacancy increases from 1% to 5%, then the average concentration of 
vacancies in a 30 nm thick Cu sample decreases by a factor of 2.  The concentration at 
the center of Cu-Nb in our experiments is, in fact, 1.9 times lower than that in Cu-V in 
such 30 nm samples, and thus our experimental results are quite consistent with the 
calculations cited above. 
  
4.4 Conclusions 
Significant variations in interfacial Cu vacancy sink efficacy were measured as a function 
of interface type varying from approximately ideal behavior for Cu-Nb K-S (η>0.9) 
interfaces to a moderate sink strength associated with Cu-V K-S interfaces (η≈0.9) to 
ineffective hetero-epitaxial Cu-Ni sinks (η<0.5).  The trend is qualitatively consistent 
with calculated and published predictions from molecular dynamics indicating that the 
average point defect absorption probability should be highest for Cu-Nb interfaces and 
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lowest for Cu-Ni interfaces.  Data from both highly effective and ineffective sinks 
indicate that the defect production efficiency for freely migrating defects is on the order 
of 1%. 
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4.5 Figures 
 
Figure 4.1 Schematic of the thin film geometry utilized in this study.  Note that 5 nm 
Cu90Au10 layers were grown in the center of each Cu layer. 
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Figure 4.2 HAADF STEM images of (a) the Cu-Nb, (b) Cu-Ni, and (c) Cu-V 
samples.  Note that the left side of each image shows a Pt layer deposited to protect the 
sample, the right side of each image has the Mo wire and 400 nm Cu layer, and the 
multilayer investigated here is in the center.  In HAADF STEM images the Nb, Ni, and 
V are brighter, comparable, and darker than Cu. Selected area diffraction patterns (inset), 
taken from the entire multilayer region, are consistent with K-S orientations for Cu-Nb 
and Cu-V, where the fcc<111> align with bcc<110> (note that these diffraction spots 
overlap in Cu-V), and cube-on-cube hetero-epitaxial fcc<111>bcc<111> for Cu-Ni. 
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Figure 4.3 EDS line scans of the Au composition profiles in (a) a 350 oC thermally 
annealed sample and (b) a room temperature irradiated sample. 
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Figure 4.4 EDS line scans of the Au composition profiles from Cu-Nb samples irradiated 
to 8 x 1014 cm-2 at (a) 300 °C and (b) 350 °C.  The average values of diffusivity are 
2.6x10-20 m2 s-1, 5.2x10-20 m2 s-1, and 8.6x10-20 m2 s-1 at 300 °C, and 
3.0x10-20 m2 s-1, 5.0x10-20 m2s-1, and 1.0x10-21 m2 s-1 at 350 °C for the 30 nm, 60 nm, and 
120 nm samples, respectively. 
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Figure 4.5 EDS line scans of the Au composition profiles from Cu-Ni samples irradiated 
to 8 x 1014 cm-2 at (a) 300 °C and (b) 350 °C. The average values of diffusivity are 
1.9x10-19 m2 s-1, 2.6x10-19 m2 s-1, and 2.4x10-19 m2 s-1 at 300 °C, and 4.4x10-19, 4.3x10-19, and 
4.3x10-19 m2 s-1 at 350 °C for the 30 nm, 60 nm, and 120 nm samples, respectively. 
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Figure 4.6 EDS line scans of the Au composition profiles from Cu-V samples irradiated 
to 8x1014 cm-2 at 300 °C. The average values of diffusivity are 5.1x10-20 m2 s-1, 
8.0x10-20 m2 s-1, and 1.1x10-19 m2s-1 at 300 °C for the 30 nm, 60 nm, and 120 nm samples, 
respectively. 
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Figure 4.7 Summary of the radiation enhanced diffusivity data measured in this work 
plotted along with a line for thermal diffusivity. 
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Figure 4.8 (a) Vacancy concentration profile in 120 nm Cu thin films with interfaces of 
different sink efficiency calculated using kinetic rate equations.  Note that changes in the 
vacancy concentration are more pronounced at the interfaces than in the center of the film. 
(b) Calculated vacancy concentration in the center of the film as a function of film 
thickness for interfaces of different sink efficiency. 
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Figure 4.9 Vacancy concentration at the center of the film plotted as a function of film 
thickness measured at (a) 300 °C and (b) 350 °C. Calculated trends for the bounding sink 
efficiencies of η=0 and η=1, assuming a defect production efficiency of 1%, are plotted 
as a guide. 
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CHAPTER 5 
INVESTIGATION OF SINK EFFICIENCY OF IRRADIATION 
INDUCED W NANO-PRECIPITATE IN CU 
5.1 Introduction and background 
In the last two chapters, we designed an experiment to study the vacancy concentration in 
the vicinity of the planar interface and expanded it to different types of planar interfaces, 
which found the sink efficiency could be strongly dependent on the interface 
crystallography and chemistry. It has been widely reported that these nanolaminate 
materials show great irradiation-tolerant properties and act as prototype material for 
in-depth studies. [1-3] However, their widespread industrial use is hindered by difficult 
processing methods and large scale manufacturing concerns due to the slow speed and 
scale limit of the Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD). Thus, a number of other approaches 
to introduce unsaturated sinks have been put forward. [4-7] Nano-precipitates in alloys 
have been widely studied as obstacles for dislocation motion. These nano-precipitates act 
as a pinning point for dislocation movement as well as slow down the motion of grain 
boundaries by exerting a pinning pressure, which contributes to their superior mechanical 
properties. (Zener pinning) [8-10] Meanwhile, they also provide a number of sink sites at 
the surface of the precipitate. A number of nano-precipitate alloys have been extensively 
utilized in practical use, e.g. oxide dispersion strengthened (ODS) alloy and 
nanostructured ferritic alloys (NFAs). [11-21] However, a very limited number of studies 
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have been carried out to characterize the sink efficiency of these nano-precipitate alloys 
systems due to their inherent complexity.  
 
Previous researchers found that the RT irradiation-induced W precipitates in Cu prevent 
grain growth in the Cu matrix at elevated temperatures. [22] W and Cu are immiscible 
even in liquid phase and the W mobility in Cu is extremely low. [4] Therefore, W 
precipitates can be uniformly formed under RT irradiation with a diameter of ~1 to 2 nm. 
[23] More surprisingly, creep measurements have found that the creep rate is relatively 
large and remains fairly constant when changing the nano-precipitate density. [24] Thus, 
it is important to test the ability of W precipitates in a Cu matrix to serve as vacancy sinks. 
In this trial work, we applied the methods developed in Chapter 3 and 4 to investigate on 
the W precipitates. We attempted to quantify the sink strength for the W precipitates and 
compared it to a KMC simulation of vacancies distribution. 
 
5.2 Experimental procedure 
5.2.1 Sample preparation 
We prepared multilayer thin film samples with circular cross-sections.  Thin films were 
grown on needle-shaped Mo substrates, described below, via magnetron co-sputtering of 
Cu (99.99%), W (99.95%) and Au (99.99%). Growth was performed at a base pressure of 
3 x 10-8 torr and an Ar pressure of 2 x 10-3 torr. The Au tracer atoms were deposited at the 
center of the Cu layers as a Cu-10at. %Au layer, 5 nm thick. Rutherford backscattering 
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spectrometry measurements were employed to verify the thickness and composition of 
these layers. Coarse grain Cu films with (111) texture were obtained by initially growing 
a 400 nm Cu layer on the substrates at 350°C.  As illustrated schematically in Figure 5.1 
(a), the samples were subsequently grown with the configuration 20 nm M, 40 nm Cu, 20 
nm M, 80 nm Cu, 20 nm M, where M= Cu94W6. To compare with the irradiation induced 
precipitate layer, a reference sample with pure W layer in replace of Cu94W6 with a 
similar geometry has been grown as well (with 20 nm and 40 nm Cu layer each). 
 
Needle-shaped Mo substrates were prepared by first electropolishing 100 µm Mo wires in 
5% NaOH solution, by weight, at 2.5 V. The wire is supported in a Cu tube in order to 
provide structural stability. The electropolishing step results in a fine tip, which is 
subsequently milled using a focused ion beam (FIB, FEI Helios 600i) to produce a flat 
surface, approximately 10 µm in diameter. The tip then serves as the substrate for 
subsequent thin film growth. 
  
5.2.2 Irradiation conditions 
Irradiation was performed at 300 ºC and 350 ºC using a 1.8 MeV Kr beam with an ion 
flux of 1.1 µA/cm2 for all samples. First, irradiation at room temperature was applied to 
the Cu94W6 alloy multilayer for ~ 4.9 x 1014 cm-2 (≈ 0.93 dpa), which initiates the W 
precipitate formation. [22] Then, the samples were irradiated at 300 ºC or 350 ºC for 9.8 
x 1014 cm-2 (≈ 1.86 dpa). This leads to a defect production rate of 1.5 x 10-2 dpa/s in Cu, 
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which is relatively constant (+/- ≈ 20%) throughout the Cu layers in the samples utilized 
in this work (Figure 5.1 (b)). The Cu-W planar interface samples were irradiated under 
similar conditions (~3.56 x 1014 cm-2 (≈ 0.9 dpa)) but without the initial RT irradiation. 
Under these conditions, freely migrating defects can reach interfaces before 
recombining.   
  
5.2.3 Characterization 
After irradiation, the FIB was used to mill the samples to electron transparency using an 
annular milling routine, which is described in detail in Chapter 2. Characterization 
included transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning transmission electron 
microscopy (STEM) in a JEOL 2010 LaB6 and a JOEL 2010 FS, respectively.  High 
angle annular dark field (HAADF) STEM was used to distinguish the Au containing 
layer from the other parts. The needle-shaped sample geometry facilitates energy 
dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) characterization by minimizing surrounding material that 
can contribute to absorption, fluorescence and other spurious signals, and it provides a 
well-defined measurable sample thickness that is useful for quantifying the local 
composition.  
 
Broadening of the Au tracer impurity was determined using EDS line scans. 5-10 
separated line scans were performed at different locations, and the values were averaged 
to produce a single diffusion coefficient. This approach allowed us to collect more total 
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counts with minimal effect of sample drift or contamination. Errors associated with the 
present diffusivity measurements primarily result from the uncertainty associated with 
fitting the Gaussian profiles. Prior experiments demonstrated that the chemical tracer 
diffusivity varies in Cu adjacent to Cu-Nb interfaces in a manner that correlates well with 
predictions from the steady-state rate equation [25] for radiation-enhanced diffusivity. 
Therefore, the diffusivity in the current experiment is anticipated to vary as a function of 
position, which could affect the shape of the tracer profile. The diffusivity gradient is 
smallest at the center of the sample, where the current measurements were performed.  
  
5.3 Results and discussions 
Figure 2 shows the TEM and SAED patterns for as deposited Cu-W (a) and Cu94W6 
irradiated at RT for ~1dpa (b). Cu-W planar interfaces exhibit a KS orientation 
relationship (aligned fcc <111> bcc <110>). The grain size of Cu94W6 is about ~ 40 nm. 
Due to the short period RT irradiation, no distinct precipitates are observed in our sample. 
However, evidence has been presented by Tai et al [26] indicating that precipitate density 
increased as the total dose increased up to ~60 dpa after irradiation-induced creep (IIC) 
test at 573K. It is hypothesized that such precipitates either form through phase 
separation in thermal spikes or by clustering of mobile atoms in collision cascades that 
preferentially bind due to their relative heats or mixing. These hypotheses are based on 
the relatively athermal nature of the irradiation induced precipitatation in Cu-W [22，23， 
26]. While the kinetic relationship describing the coarsening process remains unknown, 
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the barrier for nucleation is believed to be negligible and thus thermodynamically 
irreversible clustering is anticipated to occur even at low doses. Therefore, W precipitate 
clusters are believed to be present in the 1 dpa irradiated samples despite the fact that 
they are not observed by TEM, electron diffraction, XRD, or HAADF-STEM. Figure 3 
shows the Z-contrast STEM images of the multilayer Cu-W (a) and Cu94W6-Cu (b) after 
irradiation at 300 oC for about ~1.86 dpa. The multilayer sample geometry as well as the 
dilute Cu90Au10 tracer layers can be clearly identified in each image.  
 
Figure. 4 shows the Au impurity-tracer composition profiles for marker layers placed at 
different distances from the (a) planar Cu-W interface, and (b) the Cu94W6-Cu interface, 
including both the as grown samples and the irradiated sample at 300 oC. Similar 
composition profiles for samples irradiated at 350 oC are shown in Figure 5. In all cases, 
the diffusivities calculated from these profiles are over four orders of magnitude larger 
than the thermal diffusivity. Here, DRED is defined as DRED=Dmeas-Dthermal-Dmix. Therefore, 
we plot the vacancies concentration at the center of the film vs. film thickness for all 
planar interface samples (Cu-W, as well as Cu-Nb, Cu-V, and Cu-Ni in chapter 4). The 
vacancy concentration at the center of the Cu films adjacent to the Cu-W interfaces 
exhibit a clear dependence on the layer thickness, with a magnitude and slope that value 
is comparable to Cu-Nb and Cu-V, which demonstrates that planar Cu-W interfaces are 
reasonably good sinks for vacancies. (See Figure 6) Additionally, a limited temperature 
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dependence of diffusivity in Cu adjacent to planar Cu-W interfaces indicates that the 
system is in the sink-limited regime.  
 
The vacancy concentration at the center of the Cu layer contacting the Cu94W6 samples is 
significantly lower than that in layers of similar thickness adjacent to Ni layers, and lower 
than those in thicker Cu layers. This indicates that the Cu94W6 provides a sink effect, 
likely due to the W clusters that are hypothesized to exist in the samples after 
pre-irradiation. To estimate the degree to which W clustering occurs, X-ray diffraction 
patterns were acquired before and after 1 dpa RT pre-irradiation (Figure 7). The 
calculated W precipitate ratio from X-ray peak shift is about 3 at. % from Vegard’s law. 
This is similar to the steady-state W precipitates volumetric ratio in Cu have been 
investigated by Zhang, who demonstrated that approximately 3.5% W precipitates out in 
Cu94W6 when irradiated under the steady-state condition, although they observed this 
behavior at ~ 50 dpa or above. [27] While W particles were not clearly observed by TEM 
in 1 dpa samples, we can define a reasonable range for W cluster size based on the fact 
that 2 nm W particles were clearly imaged in prior studies [28] and the fact that a two 
atom wide cluster has a diameter of 0.54 nm.   
 
Quantifying the sink strength of the W clusters presents several challenges. When sinks 
are present at steady-state 𝐶! =    ( !!!!"!!"!!")! ! and Cv≠Ci. Cv is known experimentally, 
and Ko, the defect production rate, was determined in Chapter 4. KMC simulations cited 
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in previous chapters treated planar interfaces as either ideal sinks for both interstitials and 
vacancies or non-sinks for both defects. This assumption may or may not be less valid for 
the case of W clusters in Cu which would be expected to have a tensile strain field around 
them due to the oversized nature of W in Cu. Since microstructural indicators of vacancy 
and interstitial clustering, such as voids, dislocation loops, or stacking fault tetrahedral, 
are not observed in these samples, it will be assumed that W clusters are not unsaturable 
sinks and that instead function as trapping sites that facilitate recombination. As a way to 
understand the effectiveness of the W clusters as sinks for vacancies, we consider the 
average number of jumps a vacancy makes before being annihilated, N=Νonτ, which is 
related to the average diffusion length, 𝐿 =    𝑁×𝑎!, where a is the nearest neighbor 
distance, n is the coordination number, 12, τ is the average lifetime of a vacancy, and No 
is the number of jumps per unit time, 𝑁! =   𝜈×𝑒𝑥𝑝  (− !!!!"), here υ is the attempt 
frequency ~ 1.4×1014 s-1, [29] EvM is the vacancy migration energy for Cu, which is 0.72 
eV [30], therefore No is 6.59×107 s-1 at 300 oC. In order to calculate the average lifetime 
of a vacancy, a total vacancy annihilation rate, KvT, is calculated as, 𝐾!" =   !!"!!"!!" , where 𝜏 =    !!!!!". The calculated characteristic vacancy transport distance, L, at 300 oC is 
83-102 nm (Cv=(3.36±0.68)×10-8) and at 350 oC is 74-104 nm (Cv=(3.14±1.03) x10-8), for 
the 40 nm thick Cu layers. Again, this value L represents the characteristic distance that a 
vacancy diffuses before being annihilated either through recombination in the lattice or at 
a sink (W cluster or solute). The average distance of the tracer layer to a W cluster is 
approximately the sum of the layer thickness and the distance between sinks. For pure 
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recombination, which we approximate for the Cu-Ni interface data in Chapter 4, the 
characteristic distance L at 300 oC is 252 nm. (Here Cv=2.44 x10-7, see Chapter 4) 
 
The value of L calculated above is compared to KMC simulations performed by Shu [31] 
that simulated the transport of vacancy-interstitial pairs through a microstructure 
containing 1 nm sinks of different volumetric densities. The 1 nm cluster sizes is in a 
similar regime as the 0.5 to 2 nm range we anticipate our W clusters to fall into. The 
simulation was used to vary the probability, p, of absorption at a specific sink site. The 
volumetric ratios of 1.3%, 0.13% and 0.013%, respectively were considered using a 
probability, p=1. The total spacing for these simulation values are approximately R= 
R’+d/2, (d is the thickness of the film and R’ is the interparticle spacing), where R is 32, 
47 and 78 nm for 1.3%, 0.13% and 0.013%, respectively. Figure 5.8 shows the calculated 
vacancy concentrations vs the characteristic spacing R between precipitates, which 
produces a scaling relationship close to parabolic. Extrapolation to the experimentally 
determined vacancy concentration suggests R~131-149 nm for our experiments at 300 oC 
and R’~111-129 nm. This correlates reasonably well with the characteristic diffusion 
distance of a vacancy, L~83-102 nm at 300 oC. The two data are difficult to perfectly 
relate to one another since the experimental ratio of Kis/Kvs may vary from idealized 
values in the KMC simulation. For example, setting the sink probability to p=1 for both 
vacancies and sinks do not account for factors such as strain fields around particles that 
could slightly bias the relative probabilities. Nevertheless, the results do provide 
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semi-quantitative insights into the sink efficiency of the W clusters. If we assume the W 
cluster/precipitate size is about 0.5~1.5 nm for the 3 at. % W precipitate that was 
acquired from X-ray diffraction in Figure. 5.7, then the calculated spacing R’ is 4.5-11 
nm. The characteristic spacing between the tracer layer and a particle, R, is then 
24.5-31nm, this is significantly lower than both the characteristic diffusion distance of a 
vacancy and the distance to a sink calculated above. The experiments indicate that the 
inter-sink spacing in the Cu94W6 layer is on the order of 100 nm, suggesting that more 
than 95% of the W clusters are not effective sinks. Comparison of experimental results 
with KMC simulations performed on 1.3 volume percent 1 nm particles of varying sink 
probability, p, show in Figure 5.9, suggest that the W clusters could be even less efficient 
sinks than the simple analysis above. Therefore, it is also clear to conclude that the W 
precipitates in Cu matrix did not serve as a good sink. Tai [26] previously concluded the 
same fact by considering irradiation induced creep in alloys of similar composition and 
grain size. In their work, the experiments were performed up to 60 dpa, where 
pronounced 2-3 nm W particles were observed, but they were significantly less effective 
as sinks per unit area than the grain boundaries. In fact, 3 times as many vacancies were 
calculated to have gone to grain boundary sinks than to particle sinks, despite the fact that 
the interparticle spacing was more than an order of magnitude smaller than the grain size.  
In future work it could be useful to further pre-coarsen the W clusters/particles, 
subsequently add the tracer layer that would otherwise broaden too much during 
pre-irradiation, and then perform similar experiments to understand the effect of particle 
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size on sink efficiency. However, the analysis would again only be semi-quantitative, 
since the strain fields around particles that vary with particle size could make it difficult 
to account for the variation in Kis/Kvs, meaning that small variations in sink strength 
would be hard to capture experimentally. A more detailed study that simultaneously 
characterizes interstitial fluxes would also be necessary. 
 
The relatively low sink efficacy of the W clusters in the Cu alloy as compared to the 
Cu-W planar interface is hypothesized to be related to the coherency of the W clusters in 
the Cu matrix. The planar Cu-W interface exhibits the K-S misorientation and is expected 
to have arrays of misfit dislocations similar to Cu-Nb. [32] The significantly larger 
particles observed by Tai et al [28] were found to contain interface dislocations only at 
approximately 1/3 of the particles.   
 
5.4 Conclusions 
Planar interface of Cu-W and W precipitate in Cu matrix heterophase boundary have 
been compared in terms of their different sink strengths. After low dose RT irradiation of 
Cu94W6 the W in the alloy acts as a relatively weak sink per interfacial atom as compared 
to the planar Cu-W interface. However, the W contain alloy decreases the vacancy 
concentration in the sample to a similar of greater degree than nanolaminates that are 
currently of interest for applications in extreme irradiative environments. 
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5.5 Figures 
 
Figure 5.1 Schematic of the thin film geometry utilized in this study (M is Cu94W6) (a) 
and the damage profile along the thickness direction for the sample configuration in (a). 
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Figure 5.2 TEM and SAED patterns for Cu-W multilayer (a) and Cu94W6 after RT 
irradiation at 0.93 dpa (b) 
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Figure 5.3 Z-contrast STEM images of the multilayer Cu-W (a) and Cu94W6-Cu (b) after 
irradiate at 300 oC for about ~1.86 dpa. 
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Figure 5.4 Au impurity-tracer composition profile for different Cu thickness (20/40) to 
the Cu-W interface irradiated at 300 oC (a) and Cu thickness (40/80) to the Cu94W6-Cu 
interface irradiated at 300 oC (b) as well as the as grown sample.  
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Figure 5.5 Au impurity-tracer composition profiles for different Cu thickness (20/40) to 
the Cu-W interface irradiated at 350 oC (a) and Cu thickness (40/80) to the Cu94W6-Cu 
interface irradiated at 350 oC (b) as well as the as grown sample. 
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Figure 5.6 Vacancy concentration at the center of the film plotted as a function of film 
thickness for different planar interfaces measured at (a) 300 °C and (b) 350 °C. 
Calculated trends for the bounding sink efficiencies of η = 0 and η = 1, assuming a defect 
production efficiency of 1%, are plotted as a guide.  
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Table 5.1 The calculated vacancy concentrations of the corresponding Cu94W6-Cu 
samples with different geometries and temperatures from experiments. 
Sample thickness                    40nm                    80nm 
/temperature                 300 oC      350 oC        300 oC      350 oC 
Experiment Dv (×10-2 nm2/s)  3.77±0.76    10.61±3.48    7.24±1.85   14.45±2.45 
Experiment Cv (×10-7)      0.336±0.068  0.314±0.103   0.645±0.165  0.427±0.072 
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Figure 5.7 X-ray diffraction spectra from the as grown Cu94W6 and Cu94W6 after RT 
irradiation ~1dpa.   
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Figure 5.8 Vacancy concentration as a function of the characteristic spacing R between 
W precipitate for both simulation with W precipitate volumetric ratio as 1.3%, 0.13% and 
0.013%, (black square) and experiment data (Hashed area).  
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Figure 5.9 Vacancy concentration of the center of the film plotted as a function of the 
probability of vacancy absorbed at sink site, p, for a 2, 20 and 40 nm thickness film and 
compare with experimental value (Hashed area) for volumetric ratio of W precipitate at 
1.3%.  
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CHAPTER 6 
EFFECT OF IRRADIATION DAMAGE ON THE SHEAR 
STRENGTH OF CU-NB INTERFACES  
 
6.1 Introduction and background 
The previous three chapters have mainly focused on investigating the sink efficiency for 
different planar and precipitate solute interfaces in terms of varying interface chemistry, 
crystallography, and orientation. As for structural materials, the mechanical performance 
is always the most important criteria to evaluate. The analyses assume that the sink 
efficiency of the interfaces is constant and that the interface structure does not 
significantly evolve during irradiation.  In this chapter, we use mechanical strength as a 
proxy for interface structure, since the two are inter-related and demonstrate in the model 
Cu-Nb system that the mechanical properties, while affected by irradiation, reach a 
steady-state at low values of dpa.  The results are also relevant to the performance of 
structural nanolaminates of interest for commercial applications in irradiation 
environments. 
Efforts to engineer alloys tolerant of prolonged exposure to energetic particle irradiation 
have focused in recent years on creating high densities of interfaces to provide neutral 
sinks for point defect annihilation. Nanostructured materials afford a natural route to 
1This section created with permission from Scripta Materialia, DOI:10.1016/j.scriptamat.2014.07.009                 
Copyright © 2014 Acta Materialia, Inc. 
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achieve this goal, with multiphase nanostructured materials such as oxide dispersion 
strengthened alloys [3], nanolaminates [4] and self-organizing immiscible alloys [5, 6] 
currently appearing most promising. How well the microstructural and mechanical 
stability of these materials will persist in harsh thermal, chemical and irradiative 
environments envisioned in advanced nuclear reactors, however, remains uncertain [7]. 
One crucial step toward understanding the reliability of these materials will be 
elucidating the deformation response of hetero-interfaces, as these interfaces are likely to 
control the overall mechanical properties and phase stability of these materials. Indeed 
numerous computational and experimental studies have begun to explore the properties 
of these hetero-interfaces [8–10].  
Nanostructured alloys typically obey a Hall–Petch like behavior until their 
microstructural features fall below some critical length scale, at which point their strength 
tends to saturate, or even decrease [11]. This has been investigated in detail in 
nanolaminates grown by physical vapor deposition, as the interfaces of these structures 
can be controlled precisely. Work on these systems suggests that the ultimate limitation 
bounding increased Hall–Petch strengthening is determined by the nature of slip across 
the interface and shearing in the interfacial plane [11]. Pristine interfaces have received 
the most attention in this regard [12] as they are most conducive to atomistic simulations. 
Damage accumulation during irradiation, however, is anticipated to impact dislocation 
motion in and across individual interfaces. This is because planar immiscible 
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hetero-phase interfaces tend to chemically mix and/or roughen under irradiation [13, 14], 
and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations indicate that the interfacial shear strength of 
model {111} Kurdumov–Sachs (K-S) oriented face-centered cubic (fcc) body-centered 
cubic (bcc) interfaces can vary by as much as 60–160%, depending on shear direction, as 
a result of chemical mixing [8]. It is also anticipated that interfacial roughening will 
impact interfacial sliding and dislocation slip across the interface, although the effects of 
roughening are more difficult to treat by MD, owing to the long wavelengths involved.  
Past work has demonstrated that immiscible alloys such as Cu–Nb tend to mix 
chemically during irradiation at low temperatures due to ion beam mixing [13, 14]. At 
higher temperatures, room temperature and above, mixing is reduced by 
radiation-enhanced diffusion, which leads to segregation in this highly immiscible alloy 
[13]. Some roughening of the interface may also take place during irradiation, but this has 
not been investigated on detail. The present work investigates how damage accumulation 
at immiscible fcc–bcc interfaces during irradiation at different temperatures affects 
interfacial sliding under shear using in situ transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM)-based nanocompression experiments. The technique directly correlates critical 
events in the stress–strain curve with the associated plasticity in the microstructure, 
thereby enabling the geometric factors governing the resolved shear stress to be measured 
accurately. Cu–Nb was selected as a model fcc–bcc interface owing to the vast amount of 
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information available on the structure and strength of these interfaces in absence of 
irradiation; preliminary measurements on Cu–V and Ni–Nb are also briefly discussed.  
6.2 Experiment methods 
6.2.1 Sample preparation 
To promote interfacial shearing, samples were prepared with their interfaces inclined at 
either 30o or 45o to the loading plane, as shown in Figure 6.1. A focused ion beam (FIB; 
FEI 600i Company) was used to prepare 5 µm pre-tilted pillars from commercial 
wedge-shaped Si substrates (Hysitron). Multilayers of Cu (99.99% Lesker) and Nb (99.95% 
Lesker) were subsequently grown on these pillars using magnetron sputtering in 2×10-3 
torr Ar in a chamber with a base pressure of ︎ 10︎ -8 torr. Preliminary tests were also 
performed on Cu–99.5% V and 99.99% Ni–Nb grown under similar conditions. Electron 
diffraction indicated that the layers generally grew with the K-S orientation relationship: 
Cu (111)//Nb (110), which has been observed previously [15]. Samples comprised of 
alternating 50 nm Cu and 50 nm Nb layers were grown to a total thickness of 2–3 µm. 
The average grain size within each layer was ~100 nm. After thin-film deposition, the 
FIB was utilized to thin the samples to their final diameter, ~250 nm. The nanopillars 
were then irradiated with 1.8 MeV Kr+ using a current density of 1.4 µA cm-2 (2 × 1015 
ions cm-2) at -196, 27 and 300 ºC to doses of between 5 and 50 dpa (displacements per 
atom). The irradiation flux was perpendicular to the pillar axis. The irradiation provided 
reasonably uniform damage throughout the sample (±20% as calculated by SRIM [16], 
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but see also Ref. [17] for more details relevant to our test geometry). After irradiation, the 
FIB was used again to reduce the total height of the samples, such that the aspect ratio 
was ~ 4. This cutting procedure also provided a smooth planar surface for contacting the 
flat diamond punch (see below). High-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission 
electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) and energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) were 
performed in a 200 kV JEOL 2010FS.  
6.2.2 In-situ nanocompression experiment set-up 
The in situ nanocompression experiments were carried out in a 200 kV JEOL 2010LaB6 
transmission electron microscope using a Hysitron PI-95 picoindenter. The calibration of 
the picoindenter was tested by compressing identical 5 µm Si beams in situ using the 
PI-95 and ex situ using a Hysitron TI-950 triboindentor, which was calibrated against 
standard quartz. The moduli in the two tests agree to within 10% (see Fig. 6.2). Samples 
were compressed in situ in displacement-control mode at a rate of 1 nm s-1 using a 3 µm 
square flat diamond punch (Micro Star Tech, Inc). At least three samples were tested for 
each condition; we report here the mean values and standard deviations as error.  
6.3 Results and discussions 
Figure 6.3 provides a representative example of the nanocompression test and the 
associated load–displacement curve. The onset of yielding in the load–displacement 
curve corresponds to the initiation of interfacial sliding at the first Cu–Nb interface near 
the tip of the sample. After the first Nb layer slides away, a second interfacial sliding 
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event occurs at the second Cu–Nb interface, which corresponds to the reduction of load 
in the load–displacement curve. Due to the tapered geometry of the samples, interfacial 
layers typically shear first in the thinnest region near the end of the tip. The cross-sections 
of the samples are approximately circular at any distance from the end of the pillar, and 
the cross-sectional area in the region where shear occurs was measured just prior to shear 
initiation in order to calculate the resolved shear stress:  
G = FcosαcosΦπR!  
where F is the force, R is the radius of the sample, and  is the Schmid 
factor. At least three measurements were performed for each sample and an average value 
of Φ, the projected shear angle, of 60o was used to calculate the shear strength. 
Measurements on several different samples produced variations <10%, suggesting that 
approximating the in-plane component, as an average isotropic value is reasonable. This 
approximation is further supported by noting that the sample diameter exceeds the grain 
size by at least a factor of 2, leading to an averaging effect over multiple slip directions. 
As-deposited Cu–Nb samples approximately 250, 500 and 1000 nm in diameter were 
tested with inclination angles of both 30° and 45°. The samples all exhibited similar 
interfacial shear strengths 0.60 ± 0.05 GPa (e.g. see Fig. 6.4), where the error is reported 
as one standard deviation. These results indicate that size effects are insignificant on 
these length scales. Our value for the interfacial shear strength agrees well with the value 
of 0.55 GPa measured ex situ by Li et al. [12]. For Cu–V and Ni–Nb, shear did not occur 
cos cosα ⋅ Φ
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at the interface, but rather in bulk sample (see Figs. 6.5 and 6.6), and so these systems 
will not be considered here further.  
Representative examples of in situ tests performed on irradiated samples are provided in 
the supplemental data (Figs. 6.7–6.12). Figure 6.13 summarizes the measured Cu–Nb 
interfacial shear strengths associated with samples irradiated to different doses at liquid 
nitrogen temperature, room temperature and 300 °C. At 300 °C, the interfacial shear 
strength increases to 0.70 ± 0.03 GPa after a dose of 5dpa and then remains constant 
(0.68 ± 0.09 GPa) on increasing the dose to 50 dpa. Irradiation to 5 dpa at room 
temperature leads to an increase in shear strength to 0.85 ± 0.10 GPa and marginally 
higher, 0.92 ± 0.03 GPa, after 50 dpa. Finally, after irradiation at liquid nitrogen 
temperature, the interfacial shear strength increases to 0.95 ± 0.11 GPa at 5 dpa and 0.94 
± 0.08 GPa at 10 dpa. The shear strength thus tends to increase with decreasing 
irradiation temperature, saturating at each temperature by a dose of 5 dpa. The maximum 
increase in interfacial shear strength due to damage accumulation via mixing and/or 
roughening is thus 60%.  
These experimental results can be compared with past MD simulations [8]. These 
simulations have predicted that the interface shear strengths of perfectly flat Cu–Nb K-S 
interfaces along the [11-2] and [1–10] directions are 0.6 and 0.3 GPa, respectively [8]. 
The interface in this study was then made diffuse by creating an interfacial layer 
composed of three atomic layers on each side of the central of plane with each atomic 
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layer having compositions X, X/2 and X/4, where X is the molar fraction of Nb or Cu. 
For X = 0.25 the shear strength in these simulations increased to 0.95 and 0.8 GPa, 
respectively. These calculated values of the shear strength of diffuse interfaces thus agree 
quite well with our experiments, which we anticipate to also exhibit diffuse chemical 
mixing resulting from irradiation. Examination of the interface structure in these 
simulations, furthermore, showed that for X = 0.25 the interface was amorphous.  
In order to further validate the correlation between the MD simulations and experiments, 
the local chemistry and morphology of the irradiated interfaces were characterized. 
HAADF-STEM images of the irradiated samples reveal that the interfaces appear more 
planar in samples irradiated at 300 °C (Fig. 6.14) than those irradiated at liquid nitrogen 
temperature. The interface irradiated at liquid nitrogen temperature, moreover, also 
appears somewhat diffuse, although this is difficult to determine using HAADF-STEM. 
EDS line scans across the layers (Fig. 6.14B), however, support this premise. It should be 
noted that since EDS averages through the projected thickness, the effects of mixing and 
roughening are not easily distinguished. We note that the width of the mixed interface 
layer is considerably greater than the diffuse layers examined by MD; however, once the 
amorphous layer is formed it is reasonable to assume that the strength remains constant. 
This would explain why the interface strengths saturate by 5 dpa. A modified thermal 
spike model was previously employed to understand the temperature dependence of 
chemical mixing in the highly immiscible Cu–Nb system [13]. In the absence of vacancy 
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motion at liquid nitrogen temperature, chemical mixing occurs in thermal spikes and 
diffusional relaxation is inhibited. This enables thermal spikes in the vicinity of the 
interface to mix the two phases effectively [18]. Due to vacancy-mediated diffusion at 
high temperatures, however, the large heat of mixing coupled with short-range diffusion 
can enable local phase separation. This interface may still structurally roughen, however, 
as longer-range diffusion will not be active at 300° C. Ion beam mixing studies suggest 
that Cu–Nb interfaces amorphize during heavy ion irradiation below room temperature, 
but that they remain crystalline above -50–100 °C [14]. Amorphization thus indeed 
appears to explain the convergence of interfacial shear strengths of samples at and below 
room temperature. The lack of amorphization at 300 °C, similarly, may explain why the 
interfaces irradiated at this temperature are weaker.  
6.4 Conclusions 
In summary, damage accumulated at interfaces during fast heavy ion irradiation leads to 
an increase in the shear strength of Cu–Nb interfaces. Irradiation damage, here primarily 
observed as interface roughening and chemical mixing, is greatest at low temperatures, 
where thermal vacancy migration is negligible. An increase in chemical diffuseness of 
the interface, as characterized by EDS line scans, correlates with an increase in interfacial 
shear strength. At all temperatures between -196 and 300 °C the measured interfacial 
shear strength saturates, within experimental error, at doses below 5 dpa. The results can 
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be rationalized by past MD and ion beam mixing experiments that indicate that Cu– Nb 
interfaces become amorphous during irradiation at room temperature and below.  
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6.5 Figures 
	  
Figure 6.1 SEM images of test specimens prepared to be different thicknesses and have 
different pre-tilt angles. 
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Figure 6.2 Comparison of Si pillar substrate modulus as measured ex-situ using the 
triboindentor and in-situ using the picoindentor.    
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Figure 6.3 Time-lapse images of nanocompression test performed on an as-deposited 
Cu–Nb nanolaminate presented along with the load– displacement curves for the sample.  
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Figure 6.4 Time-lapse images of nanocompression test performed on a relatively thick 
as-deposited Cu-Nb nanolaminate presented along with the load-displacement curves for 
the sample.  Triangular marks point to the correlation between deformation events in the 
image and the corresponding response in the load-displacement curve. 
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Figure 6.5 Time-lapse images of nanocompression test performed on an as-deposited 
Cu-V nanolaminate presented along with the load-displacement curves for the sample. 
Triangular marks point to the correlation between deformation events in the image and 
the corresponding response in the load-displacement curve. 
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Figure 6.6 Time-lapse images of nanocompression test performed on an as-deposited 
Ni-Nb nanolaminate presented along with the load-displacement curves for the sample. 
Note the vertical line in the image is due to underexposure of the digital camera sensor. 
Triangular marks point to the correlation between deformation events in the image and 
the corresponding response in the load-displacement curve. 
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Figure 6.7 Time-lapse images of nanocompression test performed on a Cu-Nb 
nanolaminate sample irradiated to 5 dpa at room temperature using 1.8 MeV Kr+ 
presented along with the load-displacement curves for the sample. Triangular marks point 
to the correlation between deformation events in the image and the corresponding 
response in the load-displacement curve. 
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Figure 6.8 Time-lapse images of nanocompression test performed on a Cu-Nb 
nanolaminate sample irradiated to 50 dpa at room temperature using 1.8 MeV Kr+ 
presented along with the load-displacement curves for the sample. Triangular marks point 
to the correlation between deformation events in the image and the corresponding 
response in the load-displacement curve. 
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Figure 6.9 Time-lapse images of nanocompression test performed on a Cu-Nb 
nanolaminate sample irradiated to 5 dpa at 300 oC using 1.8 MeV Kr+ presented along 
with the load-displacement curves for the sample. Triangular marks point to the 
correlation between deformation events in the image and the corresponding response in 
the load-displacement curve. 
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Figure 6.10 Time-lapse images of nanocompression test performed on a Cu-Nb 
nanolaminate sample irradiated to 50 dpa at 300 oC using 1.8 MeV Kr+ presented along 
with the load-displacement curves for the sample. Note the vertical line in the image is 
due to underexposure of the digital camera sensor. Triangular marks point to the 
correlation between deformation events in the image and the corresponding response in 
the load-displacement curve. 
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Figure 6.11 Time-lapse images of nanocompression test performed on a Cu-Nb 
nanolaminate sample irradiated to 5 dpa at -196 oC using 1.8 MeV Kr+ presented along 
with the load-displacement curves for the sample.  Triangular marks point to the 
correlation between deformation events in the image and the corresponding response in 
the load-displacement curve. 
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Figure 6.12 Time-lapse images of nanocompression test performed on a Cu-Nb 
nanolaminate sample irradiated to 10 dpa at -196 oC using 1.8 MeV Kr+ presented along 
with the load-displacement curves for the sample. Triangular marks point to the 
correlation between deformation events in the image and the corresponding response in 
the load-displacement curve. 
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Figure 6.13 Interfacial shear strength plotted as a function of dose in units of dpa. 
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Figure 6.14 HAADF-STEM images of Cu–Nb multilayers as-deposited, and after MeV 
Kr+ irradiation to 5 dpa at -196 and 300 °C, along with associated EDS line scans across 
individual Cu–Nb interfaces.  
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